CAPI QUESTIONNAIRE ANCHOR
FIRST WAVE OF THE NKPS

Paper version

The variable names are given in bold capitals to the left of the questions.
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GUIDELINES FOR THE PAPER VERSION OF THE CAPI INTERVIEW

The face-to-face interviews used in the first wave of the Netherlands Kinship Panel Study were conducted with the aid of a computer. The so-called CAPI (Computer Assisted Personal Interview) questionnaire was programmed in Blaise. Using a CAPI questionnaire offers many advantages, but the drawback is that it is not easy to produce a paper version of the questionnaire that is easily accessible to users. Where possible, we have tried to solve this problem in this document. A number of layout guidelines have been applied to facilitate use of this paper version and to enhance legibility. A short description of these guidelines is given below.

In this paper version of the CAPI questionnaire, the questions the interviewer should read out and the available answer categories are given in normal font, e.g.:

B503  Was your father employed or was he self-employed?
   1     employed
   2     freelance / self-employed / own business
   3     family business
   4     don’t know

Information that is important to the interviewer is given in *italics*, immediately following the question, e.g.:

B206  How often have you seen your grandmother on your father’s side in the past twelve months?

   INT: Use Show card 1.
   1     never
   2     once
   3     a few times
   4     at least once a month
   5     at least once a week
   6     several times a week
   7     daily

Information for the reader about the routing of the questionnaire is given in *bold and italics*. This is done in two ways, either (a) before the question, e.g.:

L211  *This question is asked only if the respondent lives with at least one of his/her parents and does not have a partner living in the same household.*

   Within how many years do you think you’ll start living on your own?
   INT: If the respondent is not planning to live on his/her own, enter ‘99’.
   If the question does not apply, enter ‘88’.
   –     enter number of years

or (b) following one or more answer categories, e.g.:

G207  Do you make use of paid childcare?
   1     yes
   2     no → question G301

In some cases the formulation of the question varies, for example, because the name of a person who was referred to earlier in the interview needs to be inserted. This is indicated in *bold and italics* in squiggly brackets, e.g.:

C505B  Who has custody of *(name, description)*?
   1     you have custody, your ex-partner doesn’t
   2     your ex-partner has custody, you don’t
   3     both of you
   4     other
A. BACKGROUND

I would like to begin with a few personal details.

AA101  **INT:** Enter the respondent’s sex.
       1    male
       2    female

AA102  What is your date of birth?
       – Enter the date of birth [dd-mm-yyyy]
B. PARENTAL HOME

AB101 Did you live with both your own parents shortly after you were born?
When we speak of your 'own parents' in this interview, we mean your biological parents.
1 yes → question B103
2 no

AB102 Who did you live with then?
2 only with your mother
3 only with your father
4 with your mother and stepfather
5 with your father and stepmother
6 with grandparent(s) on mother’s side
7 with grandparent(s) on father’s side
8 with uncle/aunt on your mother’s side
9 with uncle/aunt on your father’s side
10 with brother or sister
11 in a home, orphanage, or institution
12 in a boarding school
13 in a foster home, host family
14 in an adoptive family
15 other

B102A This question is asked only if B102 = 15
Describe the situation
- description of the living arrangement

AB103 Did this family situation change before you went to live on your own?
INT: If the respondent still lives in the parental home, the question refers to the situation as it is now.
1 yes
2 no → question B201
3 still living in parental home → question B201

AB104_1 - Where did you go and live next?
AB104_15
1 back to both parents
2 only with your mother
3 only with your father
4 with mother and stepfather
5 with father and stepmother
6 with grandparent(s) on mother’s side
7 with grandparent(s) on father’s side
8 with uncle/aunt on your mother’s side
9 with uncle/aunt on your father’s side
10 with brother or sister
11 in a home, orphanage, or institution
12 in a boarding school
13 in a foster home, host family
14 in an adoptive family
15 other

AB104A_1- This question is asked only if B104 = 15
AB104A15 Describe the situation.
- description of the living arrangement

AB105_1 - How old were you at the time?
AB105_15 – enter the age (… years)

AB106_1 - Did this family situation change again before you went to live on your own?
AB106_15
1 yes → go back to question B104 [continue until respondent left home]
2 no

B201 I would now like to ask you a few questions about your own father.
INT: We mean the respondent’s biological father. If the respondent was adopted before the age of eight, all
the questions in the questionnaire refer to the respondent’s adoptive father.

AB202 In which country was your father born?
INT: Enter ‘unknown’ only if the respondent does not know his/her father!
– code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.
If ‘unknown’ → question B302
At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the father, namely questions X301 to X705D. See the X-module for details. Then continue with question B203.

AB203 Are the parents of your own father still alive?
1 both still alive
2 only grandfather still alive
3 only grandmother still alive → question B206
4 neither alive → question B208
5 does not know → question B208

AB204 How often have you seen your grandfather on your father’s side in the past 12 months?

INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
7 daily

AB205 How often have you been in contact with your grandfather on your father’s side by phone, letter or e-mail in the past 12 months?

INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
7 daily

Only ask questions B206 and B207 if the grandmother on the respondent’s father’s side is still alive

AB206 How often have you seen your grandmother of your father’s side in the past 12 months?

INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
7 daily

AB207 How often have you been in contact with your grandmother on your father’s side by phone, letter or e-mail in the past 12 months?

INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
8 daily

AB208 How many of your father’s brothers and sisters are still alive?

INT: Enter the number of brothers and sisters on father’s side (uncles/aunts).
Also count adopted, step- and half brothers and sisters on the respondent’s father’s side.
… number

AB209 How many of your cousins on your father’s side are still alive?
1 0-5
2 6-10
3 11-15
4 16-20
5 more than 20
6 don’t know
I would now like to ask you a few questions about your own mother.
*INT: We mean the respondent’s biological mother.

If the respondent was adopted before the age of eight, all the questions in the questionnaire refer to the respondent’s adoptive mother.

AB302 In which country was your mother born?
*INT: Enter ‘unknown’ only if the respondent does not know his/her father!
– code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.
If ‘unknown’ → question B401

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the mother, namely questions X301 to X705D. See the X-module for details. Then continue with question B303.

AB303 Are the parents of your own mother still alive?
1 both still alive
2 only grandfather still alive
3 only grandmother still alive → question B306
4 neither alive → question B308
5 does not know → question B308

AB304 How often have you seen your grandfather on your mother’s side in the past 12 months?
*INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
7 daily

AB305 How often have you been in contact with your grandfather on your mother’s side by phone, letter or e-mail in the past 12 months?
*INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
7 daily

Only ask questions B306 and B307 if the grandmother on the respondent’s mother’s side is still alive.

AB306 How often have you seen your grandmother of your mother’s side in the past 12 months?
*INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
7 daily

AB307 How often have you been in contact with your grandmother on your mother’s side by phone, letter or e-mail in the past 12 months?
*INT: Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 several times
4 at least monthly
5 at least weekly
6 several times a week
7 daily

AB308 How many of your mother’s brothers and sisters are still alive?
*INT: Enter the number of brothers and sisters on mother’s side (uncles/aunts).
Also count adopted, step- and half brothers and sisters on the respondent’s mother’s side.

... number
AB309 How many of your cousins on your mother’s side are still alive?
1 0-5
2 6-10
3 11-15
4 16-20
5 more than 20
6 don’t know

AB400 Are, or were your parents ever married to each other?
1 yes → question B401
2 no

AB400B Did your parents ever cohabit with each other outside of marriage?
1 yes
2 no → question B403

AB401 Did your own parents ever get divorced?
INT: Also count separation of non-married parents.
1 yes
2 no → question B405
3 parents never shared a household → question B403

AB402 How old were you when your parents split up?
– enter age (… years old)

AB403 This question is not asked if respondent never knew his/her own father
Did your father marry someone else or cohabit with another partner?
1 yes
2 no → question B407
3 don’t know → question B407

If parents have never shared a household, then the question is rephrased as follows:
Did your father ever get married or did he go and live with a partner?

AB404 This question is not asked if the respondent’s own father has died
Does your father still live with this person?
1 yes → question B406
2 no

AB405 This question is not asked if the respondent’s own father has died
Does your father now live alone or does he live with a partner?
1 alone → question B407
2 with a partner

B406 We would now like to ask you a few questions about your father’s current partner.

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the father’s current partner, namely questions X201, X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module details. Then continue with question B407.

AB407 This question is asked only if the parents are divorced. This question is not asked if the respondent never knew his/her own mother
Did your mother remarry or go and live with another partner after your parents got divorced?
INT: We mean the respondent’s biological mother.
1 yes
2 no → question B409
3 don’t know → question B409

If parents have never shared a household, then the question is rephrased as follows:
Did your mother ever get married or did she go and live with a partner?

AB408 This question is not asked if the respondent’s own mother has died
Does your mother still live with this person?
1 yes → question B410
2 no

AB409 This question is not asked if the respondent’s own mother has died
Does your mother now live alone or does she live with a partner?
1 alone → question B501
2 with a partner
B410 We would now like to ask you a few questions about your mother’s current partner.

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the mother’s current partner, namely questions X201, X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module for details. Then continue with question B407.

AB501 We would now like to ask you a few questions about your own parents when you were 15 years old.

Did your father have a paid job when you were growing up, that is to say until you were 15?

INT: If one of the respondent’s parents died before he/she was 15 years old, we would like to know what the situation was shortly before the respondent’s parent died. We are interested in the respondent’s biological parents.

If the respondent was adopted before the age of eight, all the questions in the questionnaire refer to the adoptive parents and the adoptive family.

People on disability benefits are included under ‘without work’

If the father retired or took early retirement before the respondent was 15 years old, the question refers to the period up to retirement or early retirement.

1 worked all the time
2 without work from time to time
3 regularly without work
4 hardly ever worked
5 don’t know → question B505

B502 What was your father’s occupation or job when you were 15 years old?

If your father did not have a job at the time, please give the occupation he had before then.

INT: Enter the occupation as accurately as possible; skip the question if the respondent does not know his/her father’s occupation.

– Enter description of the occupation.

AB502A INT: Click on the Backspace key and try to classify the occupation more precisely.

– CBS code of the occupation.

AB502B INT: Is the description you found in the computer accurate? If you have not found a good description, answer NO

1 yes
2 no

AB503 Was your father employed or was he self-employed?

1 employed
2 freelance / self-employed / own business
3 family business
4 don’t know

AB504 Did he supervise others, and if so, about how many people was he responsible for?

1 no people under him
2 1-2 people
3 3-10 people
4 11-24 people
5 25 or more people
6 don’t know

AB505 What is the highest level of education that he completed with a diploma?

INT: Show card 2.

1 did not complete elementary school
2 elementary school only
3 lower vocational
4 lower general secondary
5 intermediate general secondary
6 upper general secondary
7 intermediate vocational
8 higher vocational
9 university
10 post-graduate
11 does not know
AB506 Did your mother have a paid job when you were growing up, that is to say until you were 15? Did she have a job most of the time, occasionally or did she hardly ever have a paid job?

**INT:** If the mother worked in her husband's business, even if not paid, this counts as paid work. **Women on disability benefits are included under 'without work'**

1. yes, had a job most of the time
2. yes, had a job occasionally in those years
3. no, mostly without work in those years → question B510
4. don’t know

B507 What was your mother's occupation or job when you were 15 years old?

If your mother did not have a job at the time, please give the occupation she had before then. **INT:** Describe the occupation as accurately as possible; skip the question if the respondent does not know his/her mother's occupation.

- enter description of the occupation

**AB507A** **INT:** Click on the Backspace key and try to code the occupation more precisely.

- CBS code of the occupation

**AB507B** **INT:** Is the description you found in the computer accurate? If you have not found a good description, answer ‘no’

1. yes
2. no

AB508 Was your mother employed, self-employed or did she work in the family business?

1. employed
2. freelance / self-employed / own business
3. family business
4. don’t know

AB509 Did she supervise others, and if so, about how many people was she responsible for?

1. no people under her
2. 1-2 people
3. 3-10 people
4. 11-24 people
5. 25 or more people
6. don’t know

AB510 What is the highest level of education that she completed with a diploma?

**INT:** Show card 2.

1. did not complete elementary school
2. elementary school only
3. lower vocational
4. lower general secondary
5. intermediate general secondary
6. upper general secondary
7. intermediate vocational
8. higher vocational
9. university
10. post-graduate
11. does not know

AB601A Were you living in the Netherlands when you were 15 years old?

1. yes
2. no → question B602B

AB601 Where in the Netherlands were you living when you were 15 years old?

**INT:** Use the official spelling; e.g. 's-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.

- code the place of residence with the aid of the City LookUp. → question B602

AB602B In which country were you living at the time?

- code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.

AB602 Did your parents own the home in which you were living at the time or did your parents rent the home?

**INT:** If the respondent was not living with his/ her own parents at the time, we are interested in the home he/she was living in.

1. they owned the home
2. they rented the home
3. don’t know
4. lived in a institution, care facility
AB603 Did you ever go and stay with your mother’s family when you were young (that is to say, until you were 15 years old)? Did you never do that, do that occasionally or frequently?
1 never
2 occasionally
3 frequently

AB604 Did members of your mother’s family ever come and stay with you when you were young? Did that never happen, happen occasionally or frequently?
1 never
2 occasionally
3 frequently

AB605 Were your mother’s parents living in the same city as you at the time?
INT: If the mother’s parents were divorced at the time and one of the parents was living in the same city and the other somewhere else, answer ‘yes’. If one of the parents of the respondent’s mother was no longer alive at the time, answer the question for the surviving parent.
1 yes, during my entire childhood
2 yes, during part of my childhood
3 no
4 both mother’s parents no longer alive

AB606 Did you ever go and stay with your father’s family when you were young? Did you never do that, do that occasionally or frequently?
1 never
2 occasionally
3 frequently

AB607 Did members of your father’s family ever come and stay with you when you were young? Did that never happen, happen occasionally or frequently?
1 never
2 occasionally
3 frequently

AB608 Were your father’s parents living in the same city as you at the time?
INT: If the father’s parents were divorced at the time and one of the parents was living in the same city and the other somewhere else, answer ‘yes’. If one of the parents of the respondent’s father was no longer alive at the time, answer the question for the surviving parent.
1 yes, during my entire childhood
2 yes, during part of my childhood
3 no
4 both father’s parents no longer alive

AB609 Did you ever go on holiday with relatives (other than your immediate family) in those years? Did that never happen, happen once or twice, happen several times?
1 never
2 once or twice
3 several times

AB610 For the next questions, please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 3.
Did any of the following things happen between your parents when you were about 15 years old?
How often did your parents have heated discussions?
INT: If one of the parents is no longer alive or if the respondent’s parents divorced before he/she was 15 years old, this question refers to the situation immediately preceding the death of a parent or the divorce. If the respondent was adopted before the age of eight, these questions refer to the respondent’s adoptive parents.
1 never
2 once or twice
3 frequently
4 respondent’s parents never shared a household → question B615

AB611 How often did one of your parents put down and blame the other?
1 never
2 once or twice
3 frequently
AB612 How often did your parents not want to talk to each other for a while?
1 never
2 once or twice
3 frequently

AB613 How often did arguments get out of hand?
1 never
2 once or twice
3 frequently

AB614 How often did your parents live apart for a while?
1 never
2 once or twice
3 frequently

AB615 In which year did you leave the home to go and live on your own?
INT: Skip the question if the respondent is still living with his/her parents and has never lived anywhere else. The respondent may also give his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
– enter the year
C. PARTNERS, PARENTS-IN-LAW AND CHILDREN

AC101 Do you have a partner at the moment, that is to say, someone with whom you have had a relationship for at least three months?
   INT: The word 'partner' includes a husband or wife.
   1 yes
   2 no → question C401

AC102 What is his or her year of birth?
   INT: You can also enter the respondent's age, in which case the age will be automatically converted into a year.
   – enter the year

AC103 In which country was your partner born?
   – enter the country with the aid of Country Lookup.

AC104 Does your partner live with you here?
   INT: We are interested in the respondent's opinion, that is to say whether he/she considers him/herself to be living with someone.
   1 yes
   2 no → question C110

AC105 Does your partner always form part of this household, or does he/she live elsewhere some of the time?
   1 always lives here → question C114
   2 lives elsewhere some of the time

AC106 How does your partner divide the time between this household and the other location?
   1 a few days here and a few days somewhere else every week
   2 alternate weeks here and elsewhere
   3 regularly absent for a period of a few consecutive weeks or months
   4 another fixed pattern
   5 an irregular pattern

AC106B This question is asked only if C106 = 3.
   How often on average do you have contact with your partner by phone, letter or e-mail in such periods?
   1 less than once a month
   2 at least monthly
   3 at least weekly
   4 several times a week
   5 daily

AC107 How many nights on average does your partner sleep elsewhere?
   – enter number of nights

AC108 With whom does your partner live when he/she is not here?
   1 with his/her father/mother
   2 with his/her partner
   3 with his/her grandparents
   4 with other family members
   5 with in-laws
   6 with friends
   7 in a welfare home, institution, prison, etc
   8 he/she lives alone
   9 in a hotel, pension or lodging house
   10 travelling

C109 Do you know the postal code of the address where your partner lives when he/she is not here?
   1 yes, respondent knows the postal code of this address → question C109C
   2 no, but respondent does know the name of the street and city
   3 no, respondent only knows the city → question C109B
   4 he/she lives abroad → question C109D
   5 address not known to respondent→ question C109
   7 address not included in postal code database of postal services (PTT)

C109A What's the name of the street?
   – code the name of the street with the aid of the Street Name LookUp.

AC109 What's the name of the city?
C109B  INT: Use the official spelling; e.g. ‘s-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.
   – code the place of residence with the aid of the City LookUp.
C109C  – enter the postal code or generate the postal code with the aid of the Postal Code LookUp. If the house number is not known, select the postal code that corresponds to the address and the lowest house number in the postal code table.
AC109A In which country does your partner live when he/she is not here?
   – code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.

Go to question C114.

AC110 Do you know the postal code of the address where your partner lives?
   1  yes, knows the postal code of this address → question C110C
   2  no, but does know the name of the street and the city
   3  no, only knows the city → question C110B
   4  he/she lives abroad → question C110D
   5  address not known to respondent → question C112
   7  address not included in postal code database of postal services (PTT)

C110A What's the name of the street where your partner lives?
   – code the name of the street with the aid of the Street Name LookUp.
AC111A What's the name of the city where your partner lives?
C110B  INT: Use the official spelling; e.g. ‘s-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.
   – code the city with the aid of the City LookUp.
C110C  – enter the postal code or generate the postal code with the aid of the Postal Code LookUp. If the house number is not known, select the postal code that corresponds to the address and the lowest house number in the postal code table.
AC111B In which country does your partner live?
C110D  – code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.

AC112 How often have you seen your partner in the past 12 months?
   INT: Use Show card 1.
   1  never
   2  once
   3  a few times
   4  at least once a month
   5  at least once a week
   6  several times a week
   7  daily
AC113 How often have you been in contact with this person by phone, letter or e-mail in the past 12 months?
   INT: Use Show card 1.
   1  never
   2  once
   3  a few times
   4  at least once a month
   5  at least once a week
   6  several times a week
   7  daily
AC114 In which year did your relationship begin?
   INT: The respondent may also give his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
   – enter year
AC115 This question is asked only if the respondent is living with a partner (whether married or not).
   In which year did you start living together?
   INT: The respondent may also give his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
   – enter year
AC116 Are you married to this partner?
   1  yes
   2  no → question C118A
AC117 In which year did you get married?
   INT: The respondent may also give his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
AC118 Did you marry with a prenuptial agreement?
1 yes
2 no

AC118A This question is put only to married respondents who are not living with their partners.

Why aren't you living with your partner?
1 partner lives in a home, hospital, institution, etc.
2 partner lives elsewhere because of his/her job, training etc.
3 partner and respondent are legally separated
4 partner and respondent split up but are not officially separated
5 partner and respondent prefer to live apart; they have not broken up

Only ask questions C119 and C120 to unmarried partners living together.

AC119 Have you and your partner concluded a cohabitation agreement?
1 yes
2 no

AC120 Have you and your partner entered into a registered partnership?
1 yes
2 no

AC121 What is your partner’s sex?
1 male
2 female

AC122 This question is put only to men married to a woman.

Does your wife use her own name or yours?
1 (usually) her own name
2 (usually) my name
3 both names at the same time
4 sometimes one name, sometimes the other

AC123 This question is put only to women married to a man.

Do you usually use your own name or your husband’s name?
1 (usually) my own name
2 (usually) my husband’s name
3 both names at the same time
4 sometimes one name, sometimes the other

AC201 I would like to ask you a few questions about your parents-in-law. In which country was your father-in-law born?

INT: Parents-in-law are the (biological) parents of the current partner

AC201A Enter ‘unknown’ only if the respondent does not know his/her father-in-law

– Enter country with the aid of the Country Lookup.

If ‘unknown’ → question C204

AC202A What is the highest level of education that your father-in-law completed with a diploma?

INT: Show card 2.
1 did not complete elementary school
2 elementary school only
3 lower vocational
4 lower general secondary
5 intermediate general secondary
6 upper general secondary
7 intermediate vocational
8 higher vocational
9 university
10 post-graduate
11 does not know

AC202 Is your father-in-law still alive?
1 yes
2 no → question C204
3 don’t know → question C204

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module questions are asked about the father-in-law, namely questions X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module for details. Then continue with question C204.
AC204  In which country was your mother-in-law born?
*INT: Parents-in-law are the (biological) parents of the current partner*

AC204A Enter 'unknown' only if the respondent does not know his/her mother-in-law

– Enter country with the aid of the Country Lookup.

*If 'unknown' → question C204*

AC205A What is the highest level of education that your mother-in-law completed with a diploma?

*INT: Show card 2.*

1. did not complete elementary school
2. elementary school only
3. lower vocational
4. lower general secondary
5. intermediate general secondary
6. upper general secondary
7. intermediate vocational
8. higher vocational
9. university
10. post-graduate
11. does not know

AC205 Is your mother-in-law still alive?

1. yes
2. no → question C206
3. don’t know → question C206

*At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the mother-in-law, namely questions X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module for details. Then continue with question C206.*

AC206 Did your partner’s parents ever get divorced?

*INT: Parents-in-law are the partner’s own (=biological) parents. Separation of unmarried parents-in-law also counts as divorce.*

1. yes
2. no
3. parents-in-law never cohabited

AC301 Do you and your partner have children together?

*INT: We are interested only in own children, not adopted children.*

1. yes
2. no → question C304

AC302 How many children did you have together?

*INT: Also count deceased children.*

– enter the number of children

I would now like to ask you a few questions about {this child / these children. I’ll start with the oldest one.}

*At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the children, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details. Then continue with question C304.*

AC304 Have you and your partner adopted children?

1. yes
2. no → question C401

AC305 How many children did the two of you adopt?

– enter the number of children

I would now like to ask a few questions about {this child / these children. I’ll start with the oldest one.}

*At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the children, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details. Then continue with question T100.*

Based on the year of birth of the children, the computer determines whether two or more of these children were born in the same year. If this is the case, then questions T100 to T103 are asked.

T100 Which of your children are twins or higher order multiples?

– identify the children concerned.

T101 *This question is asked only if the children listed under T100 are of the same sex.*

Which of your children are identical twins or higher order multiples?
This question is asked only if more than three children were born in the same year. Which other children are identical twins or higher order multiples?

The following persons are twins or higher order multiples: \{names\}. The following persons are identical twins or higher order multiples: \{names\}.

Is this correct?

1. yes → question D301
2. no

Please explain why you are not satisfied with the list of (identical) twins or higher order multiples

Have you lived with a \{different\} partner before, whether married or not?

1. yes, I’ve lived with a partner before / I’ve been married before
2. no, I’ve not lived with a partner before / I’ve not been married before → question C501

How often have you lived with a partner before, whether married or not?

INT: We are interested in the number of different partners with whom the respondent has lived in the past

Questions C403 to C419 are repeated for all partners mentioned under C402.

In which year did you start living with this partner \{your first partner, if more than one!\}?

INT: The respondent may also give his/her age at the time, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.

Did you ever marry this partner?

Was this partner a man or a woman?

1. man
2. woman

Did you split up or did your partner die?

1. split up
2. partner died

IN: If the respondent was married, give the year in which the couple started living separately, not the year in which they were officially divorced.

The respondent may also give his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.

Did your ex-partner pay you alimony?

Does your ex-partner pay you alimony?

1. yes
2. no

Do you pay your ex-partner alimony?

1. yes
2. no

Did you and this partner have children together?

1. yes
2. no → question C408B

How many children have you had together?

Enter the number of children

Did you and this partner adopt children?

1. yes
2 no → question C410
AC409B_1 - How many children did the two of you adopt?
AC409B_7 - enter number of children

C410 I would now like to ask you a few questions about this ex-partner.
At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the ex-partner, namely questions X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

If the respondent has had, or adopted children with this partner, continue with question C411; if not, go on to question C416.

C411 I would also like to ask you a few questions about {the child / the children} you have had with this partner. {"I'll start with the eldest."

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the children and adoptive children, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

Based on the year of birth of the children, the computer determines whether two or more of these children were born in the same year. If this is the case, then questions T100 to T103 are asked.

T100 Which of your children are twins or higher multiples?
   — identify the children concerned

T101 This question is asked only if the children listed under T100 are of the same sex.
   Which of your children are identical twins or higher multiples?
   — identify the children concerned

T102 This question is asked only if more than three children were born in the same year.
   Which other children are identical twins or higher order multiples?
   — identify the children concerned

T103 The following people are twins or higher order multiples: {names}.
   The following people are identical twins or higher order multiples: {names}.
   Is this correct?
   1 yes → question D301
   2 no

T103A Please explain why you are not satisfied with the list of (identical) twins or higher order multiples
   — enter comment

AC413_1 - If the ex-partner is alive and not all children live with partner.
AC413_7 How often has this ex-partner seen your shared children in the last 12 months?
   INT: Use Show card 1.
   1 never
   2 once
   3 a few times
   4 at least once a month
   5 at least once a week
   6 several times a week
   7 daily

AC414_1 - Everything taken together, how would you describe the relationship between your ex-partner and your shared children? Is that…
AC414_7 INT: Read out the possible answers.
   1 not great
   2 reasonable
   3 good
   4 very good

AC415_1 - How often have you seen the parents of your ex-partner in the last 12 months?
AC415_7 INT: Use Show card 1.
   1 never
   2 once
   3 a few times
   4 at least once a month
   5 at least once a week
   6 several times a week
   7 daily
AC416_1 - Did this partner have children from an earlier relationship?
AC416_7 1 yes
2 no → after question C419

AC417_1 - How many children did this partner have from an earlier relationship?
AC417_7 → enter number of children

AC418_1 - {Does or did this child / Does or did one of these children} live with you?
AC418_7 1 yes
2 no

AC419_1 - This question is asked only if C417 > 1 and C418 = 1.
AC419_7 How many children now live with you or have ever lived with you?
→ enter number of children

If the respondent has lived with the partner, has not had or adopted children with this partner, but children of this partner have lived in the respondent’s household, then a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the ex-partner, namely questions X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

Furthermore, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the children of the ex-partner who have lived or still live in the same household as the respondent, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

Check whether all ex-partners of the respondent have been dealt with. If not, go back to C403.

AC501 Do you perhaps have children with someone with whom you did not cohabit?
1  yes
2  no → question C600’

AC502 How many children?
→ enter number of children

C503 I would now like to ask a few questions about {this child / these children. I’ll start with the eldest.}

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the children of the ex-partner with whom the respondent did not cohabit, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

AC504_1 - Is the child’s {father / mother} still alive?
AC504_5 1 yes
2 no → after question C507

AC505_1 - This question is asked only if this child does not live with the respondent.
AC505_5 Does this child live with this {father / mother}?
1 yes
2 no

AC505A_1- This question is asked only if the ex-partner is still alive.
AC505A_5 Have the parents opted for co-parenthood?
1 yes
2 no → question C506

AC505B_1- Who has custody of {name, description}?
AC505B_5 1 you have custody, your ex-partner doesn’t
2 your ex-partner has custody, you don’t
3 both of you
4 other

AC506_1 - Only ask the question if the child does not live with the other parent.
AC506_5 How often has this {father/mother} seen your shared children in the last 12 months?
INT: Use Show card 1.
1 never
2 once
3 a few times
4 at least once a month
5 at least once a week
6 several times a week
7 daily
AC507_1 – Everything taken together, how would you describe the relationship between this {father/mother} and your shared children? Is your relationship…

INT: Read out possible answers.
1 not great
2 reasonable
3 good
4 very good

Check whether all children have been dealt with. If not, go back to question C503.

Only ask questions C601 to C607 if the respondent currently has a partner.

AC601 Does your partner have children from an earlier relationship?
1 yes
2 no ↦ question C701

AC602 How many children does your partner have from an earlier relationship?
– enter number of children

AC603 {Does this child / Do one or more of these children} live with you?
1 yes
2 no ↦ question C605

AC604 Skip this question if C602=1, because the answer will always be 1.
How many children live with you?
– enter number of children

AC605 Skip this question if C604=C602.
{ Did this child / Did one or more of these children} live with you in the past?
1 yes
2 no ↦ after question C606

AC606 Skip this question if C602=1, because the answer will always be 1.
How many children lived with you in the past?
– enter number of children

C607 I would now like to ask a few questions about {this child / these children} of your partner, who now live or have ever lived with you {Again, I will start with the eldest.}

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the children of the current partner who have ever lived with the respondent, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

AC701 This question is asked only if the respondent does not currently have a partner.
If you were to enter into a steady relationship, would you prefer a relationship with a man or a woman?
1 man
2 woman

AC702 This question is asked only if the respondent is not currently living with a partner.
Would you like to live {with a partner / with your partner} in the future?
1 yes
2 no ↦ question C704

AC703 In how many year’s time would you like to start living with a partner?
INT: If the respondent doesn’t know, press “Ctrl K”.
– enter number of years

AC704 This question is asked only if the respondent is not currently married.
Would you like to get married in the future?
1 yes
2 no ↦ question C706

AC705 In how many year’s time would you like to get married?
INT: If the respondent doesn’t know, press “Ctrl K”.
– enter number of years
AC706  This question is put only to male respondents under 50 years and female respondents under 45.
Do you think you’ll have {more} children in the future?
1 yes
2 no  → question C709
3 don’t know  → question C709

AC707  How many {more} children do you think you’ll have?
INT: If the respondent doesn’t know, press “Ctrl K”.
− enter number

AC708  Within how many years’ time would you like to have your {first / next} child?
INT: If the respondent or the respondent’s partner is pregnant, enter 0.
− enter number of years

Questions C709 and C710 are put only to childless men aged 45 or over and childless women aged 40 or older

AC709  Do you consider yourself to be voluntarily childless or would you have liked to have had children?
1 voluntarily childless
2 would have liked to have had children

AC710  Do you see it as a loss that you did not have any children, don’t you care either way, or are you happy that you did not have children?
1 sees it as a loss
2 doesn’t care either way
3 is happy with the situation
D. BROTHERS AND SISTERS

AD101 I would now like to know how many brothers and sisters you have. How many brothers and sisters do you have, including any that may have died? For the time being, do not count any adoptive, step- and half brothers and sisters.

– enter number

If the respondent does not have any brothers or sisters, go to question D201.

D102 I would like to ask you a few questions about (this brother or sister / each of these brothers or sisters). (I'll start with the eldest.)

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the brothers and sisters, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

Based on the year of birth of the brothers, sisters and the respondent him/herself, the computer determines whether two or more of these brothers and sisters were born in the same year. If this is the case, questions T100 to T103 are asked.

T100 Which of your brothers, sisters or yourself are twins or higher order multiples?

– identify the family members concerned.

T101 This question is asked only if the brothers and sisters listed under T100 are of the same sex. Which of your brothers, sisters or you yourself are identical twins or higher order multiples?

– identify the family members concerned

T102 This question is asked only if more than three brothers and sisters were born in the same year. Which other brothers, sisters or you yourself are identical twins or higher order multiples?

– identify the family members concerned

T103 The following persons are twins or higher order multiples: {names}. The following persons are identical twins or higher order multiples: {names}. Is this correct?

1 yes → question D201

2 no

T103A Please explain why you are not satisfied with the list of (identical) twins or higher order multiples

– enter comment

AD201 Do you also have half brothers and half sisters? If so, how many?

INT: A half brother is a brother who has one biological parent in common with the respondent. Also count half brothers and half sisters who are no longer alive.

– enter number

If the respondent does not have any half brothers or half sisters, go to question D201.

Questions D202 and D203 are repeated for all half brothers and half sisters mentioned under D201.

D202 I would like to ask you a few questions about (this brother or sister / each of these brothers of sisters). (I'll start with the eldest.)

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the half brothers and sisters, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

AD203_1 - Is your own father or your own mother the parent you have in common with this brother or sister?

AD203_11 1 own father

2 own mother

Based on the year of birth of the brothers, sisters and the respondent him/herself, the computer determines whether two or more of them were born in the same year. If this is the case, questions T100 to T103 are asked.

T100 Which of your half brothers and half sisters are twins or higher order multiples?

– identify the family members concerned.

T101 This question is asked only if the brothers and sisters listed under T100 are of the same sex. Which of your half brothers or half sisters are identical twins or higher order multiples?

– identify the family members concerned
This question is asked only if more than three brothers and sisters were born in the same year.
Which other half brothers or half sisters are identical twins or higher order multiples?
- identify the family members concerned

The following people are twins or higher order multiples: {names}.
The following people are identical twins or higher order multiples: {names}.
Is this correct?
1  yes → question D301
2  no

Please explain why you are not satisfied with the list of (identical) twins or higher order multiples
- enter comment

Do you also have adoptive brothers or sisters? If so, how many do you have?
INT: Also count adoptive brothers and sisters who are no longer alive.
- enter number

If the respondent does not have adoptive brothers of sisters, go to question D401.

I would like to ask you a few questions about {this brother or sister / each of these brothers of sisters} {I'll start with the eldest.}

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the adoptive brothers and sisters, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

Do you also have step brothers or step sisters? We are only interested in step brothers or step sisters who have lived or still live in the same household as you. If so, how many do you have?
INT: Also count step brothers and sisters who have lived in the same household who are no longer alive.
- enter number

If the respondent does not have step brothers and sisters who live or have lived in the same household, go to module E.

I would like to ask you a few questions about {this brother or sister / each of these brothers of sisters} {I'll start with the eldest.}

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the step brothers and sisters, namely questions X101 to X705D. See the X-module for details.
E. OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS

AE101 The computer generates a list of members of family who live in respondent’s household. If no other people have so far been identified as members of the same household, question E101 is as follows:

Do you share this household with anyone else?

If other people have so far been identified as members of the same household, question E101 is as follows:

According to my information, you live in this household with: (names, descriptions). Do you share this household with anyone other than this person/these people?

INT: If the respondent is not sure, you may count as a household member anyone who spends more than an average of two days in the same household as the respondent.

1 yes
2 no \( \rightarrow \) end of Module E

AE102 How many other people form part of your household?
– enter number

Questions E201 and E202 are asked about everyone mentioned under E102.

AE201_1 - I would like to ask you a few questions about \{ this person / each of these people\} \{I'll start with

AE201_5 - the eldest.\}

What is the relationship between you and this person?
1 grandchild
2 uncle or aunt
3 child of brother or sister
4 child of uncle or aunt
5 other family member
6 boyfriend/girlfriend
7 lodger
8 other

AE201_1A- This question is asked only if the respondent has given ‘8’ as the answer to question E201.

AE201_5A Please describe your relationship to this person in more detail.
– describe relationship in more detail

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the other members of household, namely questions X201, X301 and X701 to X705D. See the X-module for details.
F. NON-FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

F101 We have covered your family. I would now like to ask you a few questions about contacts outside your family. Please give the names of friends, acquaintances, colleagues, neighbours or other people you meet through a club or society or otherwise with whom you are **in touch regularly** and who are **important to you**. You may give a maximum of five names.

INT: You should emphasize that we would like to know the names of people who do not form part of the respondent’s own family. The people listed should be at least 15 years old.
If necessary, repeat the criteria “in touch regularly” and “important”.
If the respondent is unable to list any (more) names, skip the question and press “Enter” to continue.

Questions F201 to F203 are repeated for all persons mentioned under F101.

AF201_1 - How did you meet *[name]*?
AF201_5
1  through work
2  through school/a course or volunteer work
3  in the neighbourhood
4  through church
5  through a sports club
6  through another club or society
7  by going out, at a party
8  through your partner
9  through friends or acquaintances
10 through family
11 other

AF202_1 - How old is *[name]*?
AF202_5 – enter age

AF203_1 - What is the sex of *[name]*?
AF203_5
1  male
2  female

Question F301 is asked about a randomly selected person from the list given under F101.

AF301 INT: A random person is selected. This step can not be repeated.

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about the randomly selected person, namely questions X602 to X604. See the X-module for details.
G. DETAILS OF SPECIFIC RELATIONSHIPS

Questions are asked about a number of relationships. After the variable name, on the dots, the following codes, referring to these relationships, are inserted:
CP = current partner; F = father; M = mother; PL = parent-in-law; KA = child a; KB = child b; SA = sibling a; SB = sibling b; FR = friend.

INT: At this point a maximum of nine people are selected for the remaining modules. You can not repeat this step.

A maximum of nine people are selected. Questions in this module are asked about them. The following people have been selected:
1: the current partner (married, cohabiting or partner not sharing household with respondent)
2: the own (=biological) father, if alive
3: the own (=biological) mother, if alive
4: the member of the non-family network selected under F301
5-6: a random selection of at most two (own) living brothers or sisters aged 15 and over
7-8: a random selection of at most two (own) living children aged 15 and over
9: a random selection of one of the living parents-in-law

There is no substitution across categories. If, for example, the respondent has ten children, but no living people in the other categories, only two questions are asked about two persons, namely two of the ten children. Every question is repeated for each of the selected persons, unless indicated otherwise. After completion of this sequence, the next question is asked.

I would now like to go into more detail about your relationships with a number of family members and with one of your friends. I will ask you questions about list of names / descriptions of selected people.

AG101 Question G101 is not asked about the parents and about the partner with whom respondent shares a household, because the marital status of these people is already known.
I would like to know the marital status of a number of people. The answer categories are given on Show card 4. Please give the appropriate answer for each person.
What is the marital status of (name, description)?
INT: Use Show card 4.
1 married
2 cohabiting
3 living alone and widowed
4 living alone and divorced
5 living alone and never married
6 don’t know

AG102 This question is not asked about the parents and about the partner with whom respondent shares a household, because the number of children of these people is already known.
How many children does (name, description) have?
INT: We only want to know the number of living children.
If the respondent doesn’t know, press "Ctrl K".
– enter number

AG103 This question is not asked about the parents, the parents-in-law and the partner living in the same household, because the highest level of finished education of these persons is already known.
What is the highest level of education that (name, description) completed with a diploma?
INT: Show card 2.
1 did not complete elementary school
2 elementary school only
3 lower vocational
4 lower general secondary
5 intermediate general secondary
6 upper general secondary
7 intermediate vocational
8 higher vocational
9 university
10 post-graduate
11 does not know

Only ask questions G104 and G105 if the person is 24 or under.

AG104 Is (name, description) now pursuing an education?
1 yes
2 no → go on to the next person
AG105 What is the level of education \{name, description\} is now pursuing? Use Show Card 2 again.

INT: Use Show Card 2.
1 did not complete elementary school
2 elementary school only
3 lower vocational
4 lower general secondary
5 intermediate general secondary
6 upper general secondary
7 intermediate vocational
8 higher vocational
9 university
10 post-graduate
11 does not know

Questions G201 to G203 are asked only about people who do not share the same household as the respondent.

AG201 Were you present at the most recent birthday of \{name, description\}?
1 yes
2 no

AG202 Was \{name, description\} present at your most recent birthday?
1 yes
2 no

AG203 For the next questions, please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 3.
In the last three months, did you receive help from \{name, description\} with housework, such as preparing meals, cleaning, fetching groceries, doing the laundry?

INT: Show Card 3.
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

Questions G204 and G205 do not relate to anyone in particular, but are asked here because they link up nicely with question G203.

AG204 Do you pay someone to help you with certain household duties?
1 yes
2 no → question G206

AG205_1 - Who provides this care? Several answers are possible.
AG205_3 1-10 list of selected family members
11 institutional care, such as home care services, meals on wheels, etc
12 a private person
13 neighbour, acquaintance or friend
14 another family member

Questions G206 to G208 are asked only if the person in question does not share the same household as the respondent and if the respondent has one or more children aged 12 or younger.

AG206 In the last three months, did you receive help from \{name, description\} with taking care of the children, such as babysitting, care, bringing and fetching? For the next questions, please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 3.

INT: Show Card 3.
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

Questions G207 and G208 do not relate to anyone in particular, but are asked here because they link up nicely with question G206.

AG207 Do you make use of paid childcare?
1 yes
2 no → question G301
AG208_1 - Who provides this care? Several answers possible.

AG208_3
1-10 list of selected family members
11 institutional care, such as crèche or workplace daycare
12 a guest parent agency
13 neighbour, acquaintance or friend
14 family member not yet mentioned

Questions G301 to G304 are not asked about persons who live in the same household as the respondent.

AG301 For the next questions, please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 3. In the last three months, did you receive help from (name, description) with practical matters such as chores in and around the house, lending things, transportation, moving things?
INT: Show Card 3.
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

Questions G302 to G304 are asked successively about the same person, after which they are repeated for the next person.

AG302 In the last 12 months, did you receive valuable objects or a substantial amount of money from (name, description)? Please include any monthly transfers.
1 yes
2 no → go to next person
3 not applicable → go to next person (this answer option is only possible in the case of parents, because it is possible that one has received financial support from both parents together and that this has already been mentioned with the other parent)

AG303 Was more or less than 500 Euros involved (1000 Guilders)?
INT: If R has received several gifts from this person, then add the amounts.
1 less than 500 euros (1000 guilders)
2 more than 500 euros (1000 guilders)

AG304 Was that more or less than 3 months ago?
INT: If R has received several gifts from this person, than count the most recent gift.
1 less than three months ago
2 more than three months ago
3 monthly or periodic deposits

AG305 For the next two questions, please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 3. Has (name, description) shown an interest in your personal life in the last 3 months?
INT: Use Card 3.
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

AG306 Did you get counsel or good advice from (name, description) in the last 3 months?
INT: Use Card 3.
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

Questions G403 to G405 are asked only about people who do not live in the same household as the respondent.

AG401 In the last three months, did you give help to (name, description) with housework, such as preparing meals, cleaning, fetching groceries, doing the laundry?
INT: Show Card 3.
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

AG402 In the last three months, did you give help to (name, description) with practical matters such as chores in and around the house, lending things, transportation, moving things?
INT: Show Card 3.
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times
Questions G403 to G405 are asked successively about the same person, after which they are repeated for the next person.

AG403 Have you donated *(name, description)* valuable objects or a substantial amount of money in the past 12 months? Please include any monthly transfers.
1 yes
2 no → go to next person
3 not applicable → go to next person *(this answer option is only possible in the case of parents, because it is possible that one has received financial support from both parents together and that this has already been mentioned with the other parent)*

AG404 Was more or less than 500 Euros involved (1000 Guilders)?
*INT: If R has donated several gifts to this person, than add the amounts.*
1 less than 500 euros (1000 guilders)
2 more than 500 euros (1000 guilders)

AG405 Was that more or less than 3 *months* ago?
*INT: If R has donated several gifts to this person, than count the most recent gift.*
1 less than three months ago
2 more than three months ago
3 monthly or periodic deposits [ ]

AG406 For the next two questions, please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 3. Have you shown an interest in the personal life of *(name, description)* in the last 3 months?
*INT: Use Card 3.*
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

AG407 Did you give council or good advice to *(name, description)* in the last 3 months?
*INT: Use Card 3.*
1 none
2 once or twice
3 several times

AG501 Taking everything together, how would you describe your relation with *(name, description)*? Please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 5.
1 not great
2 reasonable
3 good
4 very good

AG502 Giving and receiving is an important aspect of relationships. How would you describe your relation with *(name, description)*, do both of you give about the same amount, do you give more than the other, or does the other give more than you? Please use the answer categories shown on Show Card 6.
*INT: Use Card 6*
1 respondent gives more
2 both give about the same
3 the other gives more

AG503 This question is asked only if the person does not live in the same household as the respondent.
For the next question Show Card 7 is used. When you’re in touch with *(name, description)*, do you usually get in touch at your initiative, at your partner’s initiative, or is it more or less equal?
*INT: Use Card 7*
1 usually at my initiative
2 more or less equal
3 usually at the initiative of my partner

Questions G504 to G506 are asked successively about the same person, after which they are repeated for the next person.

AG504 For the next question Show Card 3 is used once more. Have you had any conflicts, strains or disagreements with *(name, description)* in the past 3 months?
*INT: Use Card 3*
1 not at all → go to next person
2 once or twice
3 several times
AG505  I would like to know what these conflicts were usually about. I will list a number of topics. Would you please indicate for each topic whether you had conflicts about it in the past three months?
   Were these conflicts about:
   1  money, possessions or inheritance
   2  other practical issues
   3  your outlook on life or norms and values
   4  politics
   5  your relationship itself
      - Check all relevant sources of conflict

AG506  This question is asked only if the respondent listed more than one source of conflict in answer to question G505.
   Which of these conflicts was most important
   1  money, possessions or inheritance
   2  other practical issues
   3  your outlook on life or norms and values
   4  politics
   5  your relationship itself
H. ALTER ADDRESSES

At this point, the respondent’s permission is asked to approach selected family members with a written questionnaire. The following people are to be approached (if they exist):

1. respondent’s current partner
2. one randomly selected living parent
3. one randomly selected living brother or sister. This brother or sister is randomly selected from the brothers and sisters about whom the questions in module G were asked.
4-5. two living children. These are the same children as those selected in module G.

AH101 With this study we hope to gain more insight into the role played by the family in people’s lives. To be able to do so, we would like to ask other members of your family a few questions too. We would like to approach the following people: {names generated by the computer}. We would like to ask these people to complete a short questionnaire, which should take about a quarter of an hour. Is it alright if we ask them to fill in a self-completion questionnaire? Needless to say, the answers given by your family will be treated with strict confidentiality.

1 respondent agrees that we approach them or some of them
2 respondent agrees that we approach them under certain conditions
3 respondent does NOT AGREE that we approach them → end of module H

Questions H201 to H206 are asked about each of the family members (Alters) selected for this purpose.

AH201- AH601

INT: May we approach {name, description}?  
1 yes
2 respondent first wants to consult {name, description} → go on to the next Alter
3 cannot be approached because of illness, etc → go on to the next Alter
4 does not speak or read Dutch → go on to the next Alter
5 no → go on to the next Alter

H202 The following is done only if the Alter lives in the same household as the respondent.

INT: Leave an alter questionnaire for {name, description} with the respondent, in the envelope. If {name, description} is present, hand the envelope to the alter him/herself.
Note down the following number on the questionnaire: {number}.

Questions H203 to H206 are asked only if the Alter does not live in the same household as the respondent.

H203 I would like to know the exact name and address of {name, description}. What is {name, description}’s surname?
- enter surname

H204 Enter any prefixes of {name, description}’s surname.  
INT: (e.g. Van der)  
- enter any prefixes

H205 What are {name, description}’s initials?  
INT: Enter each initial followed by a full stop.  
- enter initials

H206 Is this the correct address of {name, description}?  
INT: Read out the address and add any missing data.  
1 enter or correct the name of the street, city, postal code, house number and any house number suffix
I. PARTNER AND CHILDREN LIVING IN THE HOME

We will now continue with our interview. The following questions are about daily life in your home.

AI101 This question is asked only if the respondent has a partner (including a partner with whom the respondent does not share a household), but no children living at home.
How often do you and your partner generally eat dinner together on weekdays?
– enter number of days

Questions I102 and I103 are asked only if the respondent has both a partner (including a partner with whom the respondent does not share a household) and children living at home.

AI102 How often do you and your partner generally eat dinner together on weekdays, whether or not with your children?
INT: Enter number of days.
– enter number of days

AI103 How often does your family generally eat dinner together on weekdays, that is to say you, [your child/all the children] and your partner?
INT: Enter number of days.
Also count partner’s or ex-partner’s children who live in this household.
– enter number of days

AI104 This question is asked only if the respondent lives with a partner and has children living at home.
How often do you generally eat dinner together on weekdays with only [your child/all the children], that is to say without your partner?
INT: Enter number of days.
Also count partner’s or ex-partner’s children who live in this household.
– enter number of days

AI105 This question is asked only if the respondent does not live with a partner, but does have children living at home.
How often do you generally eat dinner together on weekdays with only [your child/all the children]?
INT: Enter number of days.
Also count partner’s or ex-partner’s children who live in this household.
– enter number of days

Questions I201 to I204 are put only to respondents who have a partner (including a partner with whom the respondent does not share a household).

AI201 For the next two questions you can use Show Card 8. When you visit family, do you usually do that together with your partner or without your partner?
INT: Use Card 8.
1 usually together with my partner
2 both together and alone, but more often together than alone
3 both together and alone, but more often alone than together
4 usually alone, without my partner
5 never visits family

AI202 When you visit friends, do you usually do that together with your partner or without your partner?
INT: Use Card 8.
1 usually together with my partner
2 both together and alone, but more often together than alone
3 both together and alone, but more often alone than together
4 usually alone, without my partner
5 never visits friends

AI203 Are your friends mostly your own friends or mostly friends shared with your partner? You can choose between the answers on Show Card 9
INT: Use Card 9
1 mostly own friends
2 both own friends and shared friends, but mostly own friends
3 both own friends and shared friends, but mostly shared friends
4 mostly shared friends
5 does not have any friends
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AI204 Going on day trips, spending time on a hobby or leisure-time association, do you mostly do that with or without your partner? You can choose between the answers on Show Card 10.

**INT: Use Card 10.**
1. mostly without my partner
2. both with and without partner, but more often without partner
3. both with and without partner, but more often with partner
4. mostly with my partner
5. has no leisure activities

**Questions I205 and I206 are put only to respondents who live with a partner.**

AI205 How often per week do you generally pursue a leisure activity without your partner in the evenings? Do you never do that, do that occasionally or frequently?
1. never
2. occasionally
3. frequently

AI206 How often per week does your partner generally pursue a leisure activity without you in the evenings? Does he/she never do that, do that occasionally or frequently?
1. never
2. occasionally
3. frequently

**Questions I301 to I314 are put only to respondents who have children living at home.**

AI301 When you visit family, do your children usually go with you or not? Please choose an answer from Show card 11.

**INT: Use Show card 11.**
1. usually with the children
2. both with children and without children, but more often with children
3. both with children and without children, but more often without children
4. usually alone, without the children

**Questions I302 to I304 are put only to respondents with one or more children aged over 6 years living at home.**

AI302 Has your oldest child living at home helped you with the following household chores in the past week? Washing the dishes?
1. yes
2. no

AI303 (Has your oldest child living at home helped you with the following household chores in the past week?) Fetching the groceries?
1. yes
2. no

AI304 (Has your oldest child living at home helped you with the following household chores in the past week?) Tidying up and cleaning?
1. yes
2. no

**Questions I305 to I308 are put only to respondents with one or more children aged under 13 years living at home.**

AI305 Has a neighbour, acquaintance or friend looked after your children in the past two weeks?
1. yes
2. no

AI306 Has a member of family looked after your children in the past two weeks?
1. yes
2. no

AI307 Has a crèche or workplace daycare looked after your children in the past two weeks?
1. yes
2. no

AI308 Has a ‘guest parent’ (childminding facilities offered by non-working mothers or fathers) looked after your children in the past two weeks?
1. yes
2. no
Questions I309 to I314 are put only to respondents with one or more children aged over 6 years living at home.

AI309  Does your oldest child living at home have the following?
A room of his/her own
1    yes
2    no

AI310  (Does your oldest child living at home have the following?)
A television of his/her own (or shared with brother or sister)
1    yes
2    no

AI311  (Does your oldest child living at home have the following?)
A computer of his/her own
1    yes
2    no

AI312  (Does your oldest child living at home have the following?)
A mobile phone
1    yes
2    no

AI313  (Does your oldest child living at home have the following?)
Pocket money and allowance for clothes
1    yes
2    no  → end of module I

AI314  How much pocket money or allowance for clothes does he/she get a week?
INT: If both pocket money and allowance for clothes, add up amounts.
   – about ……. euros a week
J. GRANDCHILDREN

Question J101 is asked only if we do not yet know for certain (based on questions already asked) how many grandchildren the respondent has.

AJ101 How many grandchildren do you have?
- enter number of grandchildren

Questions J102 to J104 are asked only if one or two of the respondent’s children about whom questions were asked in module G have children. If one child in module G has children, the questions refer to the oldest child of this child. If two children in module G have children, one of these children is randomly selected and the questions refer to the oldest child of this child.

J102 We would like to ask a few questions about the oldest child of {name/description}.

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about this grandchild, namely questions X201, X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module for details.

AJ103 Is this grandchild your oldest grandchild?
1 yes → end of module J
2 no

AJ104 How old is your oldest grandchild?
- enter this grandchild’s age → end of module J

Question J105 is asked only if the respondent does have grandchildren, but the respondent’s children about whom questions were asked in module G do not have children.

J105 We would like to ask a few questions about your oldest grandchild.

At this point, a number of characteristics from the X-module are asked about this grandchild, namely questions X201, X301 and X501 to X705D. See the X-module for details.
K. FAMILY - GENERAL

AK101 I would now like to ask you a series of questions about your family in general. When we refer to your family, we mean your partner, your children, parents, brothers and sisters, your grandparents or grandchildren, uncles, aunts, cousins, nephews and nieces. The questions do not refer to your in-laws. Does your family ever organize family reunions, that is to say, get-togethers other than birthdays, Christmas etc. Does this happen once a year or more often, once every two to five years, less often, or never?

INT: We are interested in family reunions on respondent’s mother’s side, father’s side and respondent’s own nuclear family.
INT: If the respondent has been adopted, the ‘family’ refers to the respondent’s adoptive family.
1 once a year or more often
2 once every two to five years
3 less often
4 never \(\rightarrow\) question K103

AK102 How often do you attend these reunions yourself? Always, usually, sometimes, or hardly ever?
1 always
2 usually
3 sometimes
4 hardly ever

AK103 Did you celebrate St Nicholas this past year?
1 yes
2 no \(\rightarrow\) question K106

AK104 Were other members of your own household there too?
1 yes
2 no

AK105 Were family members from outside your own household there too?
INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
1 yes
2 no

AK106 Did you celebrate Christmas this past year?
1 yes
2 no \(\rightarrow\) question K109

AK107 Were other members of your own household there too?
1 yes
2 no

AK108 Were family members from outside your own household there too?
INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
1 yes
2 no

AK109 Did you celebrate New Year’s Eve this past year?
1 yes
2 no \(\rightarrow\) question K201

AK110 Were other members of your own household there too?
1 yes
2 no

AK111 Were family members from outside your own household there too?
INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
1 yes
2 no

AK201 Have you stayed the night with family in the past twelve months? Has that never happened, happened occasionally or frequently?
INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
1 never
2 occasionally
3 frequently
AK202 Have members of your family stayed the night with you in the past twelve months? Has that never happened, happened occasionally or frequently?
  INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
  1 never
  2 occasionally
  3 frequently

AK203 Have you been on holiday with members of your family (other than your immediate family) in the past twelve months? Did that never happen, happen once or twice or several times?
  INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
  1 never
  2 once or twice
  3 several times

AK204 If there were a problem in your family, how responsible would you feel to solve the problem? Would you not feel at all responsible, feel a little responsible or very responsible?
  INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
  1 not at all responsible
  2 a little responsible
  3 very responsible

AK205 To what extent do you feel accepted by your family? Do you feel entirely accepted, somewhat accepted, not very accepted or not at all accepted?
  INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
  1 entirely accepted
  2 somewhat accepted
  3 not very accepted
  4 not at all accepted

AK206 Do you share ownership of property with other members of your family? We are referring to property such as a home abroad, a joint business, a piece of land, the parental home.
  INT: We are referring only to the respondent’s own family, not to in-laws.
  1 yes
  2 no

AK207 Have your parents ever given you money to buy a house?
  1 yes
  2 no

AK208 Have your parents ever given you money to buy something expensive?
  1 yes
  2 no

AK209 Have your parents ever given you a sum of at least 5,000 euros or 10,000 guilders in one go?
  1 yes
  2 no

Questions K210 to K212 are asked only if the respondent has at least one child who does not live in the same household as the respondent.

AK210 The next three questions are about your {child who does not live in the same household as you/ children who do not live in the same household as you}.
  Have you ever given your {child/children} money to buy a house?
  1 yes
  2 no

AK211 Have you ever given your {child/children} money to buy something expensive?
  1 yes
  2 no

AK212 Have you ever given your {child/children} a sum of at least 5,000 euros or 10,000 guilders in one go?
  1 yes
  2 no
AK301 Over time, most families experience all kinds of things. Someone gets into serious trouble, someone becomes seriously ill, or some other dramatic occurrence happens. Please indicate whether any of the following ever happened in your family.
This question refers both to your own family and to your family-in-law, but not to yourself. Also count family members who are no longer alive.
Has anyone in your family ever separated or divorced?
INT: Also count separation of cohabiting couples.
Do not count ex-partners from whom the respondent is divorced.
1 yes
2 no → question K304

AK302 Did that happen in the past year, or longer ago?
INT: If several family members have been divorced, count the most recent occurrence.
1 in the past year
2 more than a year ago

AK303 Which family member was involved?
INT: If several family members have separated/divorced, count the one who was most recently divorced.
1 your partner
2 your father
3 your mother
4 your father-in-law
5 your mother-in-law
6 your [name son / name daughter] (1st child selected in module G)
7 your [name son / name daughter] (2nd child selected in module G)
8 your [name brother / name sister] (1st brother or sister selected in module G)
9 your [name brother / name sister] (2nd brother or sister selected in module G)
10 your (other) brother / sister
11 your (other) child
12 uncle or aunt
13 nephew or niece
14 cousin
15 brother-in-law or sister-in-law
16 grandchild
17 grandparent
18 other relative or other in-law
19 a deceased relative
20 does not want to say

AK303S This question is asked only if K303 = 19.
Which deceased family member was this?
1 deceased partner
2 deceased father
3 deceased mother
4 deceased father-in-law
5 deceased mother-in-law
6 deceased child
7 deceased brother or sister
8 deceased uncle or aunt
9 deceased nephew/niece
10 deceased cousin
11 deceased brother-in-law or sister-in-law
12 deceased grandchild
13 deceased grandparent
14 deceased other relative or other in-law
15 does not want to say

AK304 Has anyone in your family ever been seriously ill or disabled?
1 yes
2 no → question K307

AK305 Did that happen in the past year, or longer ago?
INT: If several family members have been seriously ill, count the most recent occurrence.
1 in the past year
2 more than a year ago

AK306 Which family member was involved?
INT: If several family members have been seriously ill, count the one who was most recently ill.
The same list is used as the one used in question K303.
AK306S  This question is asked only if K306 = 19.
Which deceased family member was involved?
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.*

AK307  Has anyone in your family ever had serious mental problems?
1   yes
2   no  →  question K310

AK308  Did that happen in the past year or longer ago?
*INT: If several family members have had serious mental problems, count the most recent occurrence.*
1   in the past year
2   more than a year ago

AK309  Which family member was involved?
*INT: If several family members have had serious psychological problems, count the one most recently involved.*
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303.*

AK309S  This question is asked only if K309 = 19.
Which deceased family member was involved?
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.*

AK310  Has anyone in your family ever been in contact with the police?
*INT: Do not count traffic offences.*
1   yes
2   no  →  question K313

AK311  Did that happen in the past year or longer ago?
*INT: If several family members have been in contact with the police, count the most recent occurrence.*
1   in the past year
2   more than a year ago

AK312  Which family member was involved?
*INT: If several family members have been in contact with the police, count the one most recently involved.*
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303.*

AK312S  This question is asked only if K312 = 19.
Which deceased family member was involved?
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.*

AK313  Has anyone in your family been convicted in a criminal court?
1   yes
2   no  →  question K316

AK314  Did that happen in the past year or longer ago?
*INT: If several family members have been convicted, count the most recent occurrence.*
1   in the past year
2   more than a year ago

AK315  Which family member was involved?
*INT: If several family members have been convicted, count the one most recently involved.*
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303.*

AK315S  This question is asked only if K315 = 19.
Which deceased family member was involved?
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.*

AK316  Has anyone in your family ever been addicted to alcohol or drugs?
1   yes
2   no  →  question K319

AK317  Was that in the past year or longer ago?
*INT: If several family members have been addicted, count the most recent occurrence.*
1   in the past year
2   more than a year ago

AK318  Which family member was involved?
*INT: If several family members have been addicted, count the one most recently involved.*
*The same list is used as the one used in question K303.*
**AK318S** *This question is asked only if K318 = 19.*

Which deceased family member was involved?

The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.

**AK319** Has anyone in your family ever gone bankrupt or had serious financial problems?

1  yes

2  no → question K322

**AK320** Did that happen in the past year or longer ago?

*INT: If several family members have had serious financial problems, count the most recent occurrence.*

1  in the past year

2  more than a year ago

**AK321** Which family member was involved?

*INT: If several family members have had serious financial problems, count the one most recently involved. The same list is used as the one used in question K303.*

**AK321S** *This question is asked only if K321 = 19.*

Which deceased family member was involved?

The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.

**AK322** Has anyone in your family ever died in an accident or as a result of violence?

*INT: Do not count suicide; this will be dealt with in question K328.*

1  yes

2  no → question K325

**AK323** Did that happen in the past year or longer ago?

*INT: If several family members have died in an accident or as a result of violence, count the most recent occurrence.*

1  in the past year

2  more than a year ago

**AK324** Which family member was involved?

*INT: If several family members have died in an accident or as a result of violence, count the one most recently involved. The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.*

**AK325** Has anyone in your family ever been physically or sexually abused?

1  yes

2  no → question K328

**AK326** Did that happen in the past year or longer ago?

*INT: If several family members have been physically or sexually abused, count the most recent occurrence.*

1  in the past year

2  more than a year ago

**AK327** Which family member was involved?

*INT: If several family members have been physically or sexually abused, count the one most recently involved. The same list is used as the one used in question K303.*

**AK327S** *This question is asked only if K327 = 19.*

Which deceased family member was involved?

The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.

**AK328** Has anyone in your family ever committed suicide?

1  yes

2  no → end of module K

**AK329** Did that happen in the past year or longer ago?

*INT: If several family members have committed suicide, count the most recent occurrence.*

1  in the past year

2  more than a year ago

**AK330** Which family member was involved?

*INT: If several family members have committed suicide, count the one most recently involved. The same list is used as the one used in question K303S.*
L. HOUSING

AL101 I would now like to ask you a few questions about a different topic: your home. In what kind of a home do you live now?
1 single family home, detached
2 single family home, semi-detached
3 single family home, corner house
4 single family home, mid-row house / townhouse
5 flat, staircase-access flat, upstairs flat, ground-floor flat, apartment
6 house boat
7 caravan, summer house, temporary accommodation, shed etc.
8 housing unit
9 flat in student’s residence, nurse’s residence
10 other non-self-contained living quarters (room, part of a dwelling)
11 other

AL102 How many rooms does your home have? Do not count the kitchen, bathroom, toilets and open attic space, but do count any attic rooms
- enter number of rooms

AL103 In which year did you come and live at this address?
INT: If the respondent was born here, enter the year of birth. The respondent may also give his/her age at the time, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
- enter year

AL104 In which year did you come and live in this town?
INT: If the respondent was born in this town and has never left in the meantime, enter the year of birth. If the respondent has lived elsewhere in the meantime, enter the year in which he or she returned to this town. The respondent may also give his/her age at the time, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
- enter year

AL105 Do you always live in this household, or do you also live elsewhere part of the time?
1 always lives here → question L201
2 lives elsewhere part of the time

AL106 How do you usually divide your time between this household and the other location?
1 a few days here and a few days elsewhere every week
2 alternate weeks here and elsewhere
3 regularly absent for a period of a few consecutive weeks or months
4 another fixed pattern
5 an irregular pattern

AL107 How many nights a week on average do you sleep elsewhere?
- enter number of nights

AL108 With whom do you live when you’re not here?
1 with father/mother
2 with partner
3 with grandparents
4 with other family members
5 with in-laws
6 with friends
7 in a welfare home, institution, prison, etc
8 he/she lives alone
9 in a hotel, pension or lodging house
10 travelling

AL109 Do you know the postal code of the address where you live when you’re not here?
1 yes, respondent knows the postal code of this address → question L109C
2 no, but respondent does know the name of the street and city
3 no, respondent only knows the city → question L109B
4 it’s a foreign address → question L109D
5 address not known to respondent → question L201
6 address not included in postal code database of postal services (PTT)

L109A What’s the name of the street?
- code the name of the street with the aid of the Street Name LookUp.
AL109B What's the name of the city?
  INT: Use the official spelling; e.g. 's-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.
  – code the place of residence with the aid of the City LookUp.

L109C – enter the postal code or generate the postal code with the aid of the Postal Code LookUp. If the house number is not known, select the postal code that corresponds to the address and the lowest house number in the postal code table.

AL109D In which country do you live when you’re not here?
  – code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.

AL201 Have you ever owned or co-owned a home? You may also count the home you live in now.
  1 yes
  2 no → question L205

AL202 In which year did you first become an owner or co-owner of a home?
  INT: The respondent may also give his/her age at the time, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
  – enter the year

AL203 Have you owned the homes in which you have lived ever since?
  1 yes, always owned home → question L205
  2 no, started renting again

AL204 Do you own or co-own the home you live in now?
  1 yes
  2 no

AL205 This question is asked only if the respondent has a partner.
  Does your partner own or co-own the home you live in now?
  1 yes
  2 no

AL206 This question is asked only if the respondent has at least one living parent.
  Do your parents own or co-own the home you live in now?
  1 yes
  2 no

AL207 This question is asked only if the respondent has at least one living parent-in-law.
  Do your parents-in-law own or co-own the home you live in now?
  1 yes
  2 no

AL208 This question is asked only if it is still unclear whether the respondent owned his/her previous home
  Did you own or co-own your previous home?
  INT: If the respondent's previous home was the parental home, this question refers to the parental home.
  1 yes
  2 no

AL209 Do you know the postal code of your previous address?
  1 yes, respondent knows the postal code of this address → question L209C
  2 no, but respondent does know the name of the street and city
  3 no, respondent only knows the city → question L209B
  4 it was a foreign address → question L209D
  5 address not known to respondent→ question M101
  7 address not included in postal code database of postal services (PTT)

L209A Do you know the name of the street of your previous address?
  – code the name of the street with the aid of the Street Name LookUp.

AL209B What's the name of the city?
  INT: Use the official spelling; e.g. 's-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.
  – code the place of residence with the aid of the City LookUp.

L209C – enter the postal code or generate the postal code with the aid of the Postal Code LookUp. If the house number is not known, select the postal code that corresponds to the address and the lowest house number in the postal code table.

AL209D In which country did you live before you lived here?
  – code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.
This question is asked only if the respondent lives with at least one of his/her parents and does not have a partner living in the same household.

Within how many years do you think you’ll start living on your own?

- INT: If the respondent is not planning to live on his/her own, enter ‘99’.
- If the question does not apply, enter ‘88’.
- Enter number of years
M. WORK, EDUCATION AND INCOME

Some of the questions in module M are put only to respondents who form part of the control group for the survey on the Social Position and Use of Welfare Provisions by Migrants survey (SPVA, Sociale Positie en Voorzieningengebruik van Allochtonen). Respondents who meet the following criteria form part of this control group:

1. The respondent lives in one of the municipalities in which the SPVA is being held
2. The respondent is the head of household

In single-person households, the respondent is automatically considered the head of household. In multi-person households, female respondents are only considered the head of household if there is no male partner in the household, and no parents. Male respondents in multi-person households are automatically considered the head of household unless one or both parents still live in the household.

Questions M101 to M103 are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group.

AM101 What is the highest level of education that you pursued?
INT: Use Show Card 2.
1. did not complete elementary school
2. elementary school only
3. lower vocational
4. lower general secondary
5. intermediate general secondary
6. upper general secondary
7. intermediate vocational
8. higher vocational
9. university
10. post-graduate

AM102 What type of education did you pursue? Was it general, economics-business, technical, care-welfare or another type of education?
1. general
2. economics/business
3. technical
4. care-welfare
5. other

AM103 Did you complete this level of education with a diploma?
1. yes → question M106
2. no

AM104 What is the highest level of education that you completed with a diploma?
INT: Use Show Card 2.
1. did not complete elementary school
2. elementary school only
3. lower vocational
4. lower general secondary
5. intermediate general secondary
6. intermediate vocational
7. upper general secondary
8. higher vocational
9. university
10. post-graduate (e.g. notary practice, medical finals, PhD)

AM105 This question is put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group.
What type of education did you pursue in obtaining that diploma?
1. general
2. economics-business
3. technical
4. care-welfare
5. other

AM106 Are you going to school or following a course at the moment?
1. yes
2. no → question M201

AM107 Is it a day course or an evening course?
1. day course
2. evening course
AM108 What is the level of education you are now pursuing?

*INT: Note that the order is not the same as on Show Card 2!*

1. elementary school
2. lower vocational
3. lower general secondary
4. intermediate general secondary
5. upper general secondary
6. intermediate vocational
7. higher vocational
8. university
9. post-graduate

AM109 What type of education are you pursuing?

1. general
2. economics-business
3. technical
4. care-welfare
5. other

AM201 Do you currently have a paid job? A few hours a week or temporary work also count.

1. yes
2. no

AM202 Can you indicate which situation applies most to you, using Show Card 12?

*INT: Use Show card 12.*

1. working
2. unemployed or job seeking
3. homemaking
4. prolonged sick leave or occupationally disabled
5. studying, at school
6. retired (early)
7. other

AM203 *This question is asked only if M202 = 7.*

How could your current situation best be described?

- enter the description given

Questions M301 to M329 are put only to respondents who now have a paid job (M201 = 1).

M301 What is your current job or occupation?

*INT: Describe the job or occupation as accurately as possible. If the respondent has several jobs, describe the job on which most time is spent.*

- enter the description given

AM301C *INT: Click on the Backspace key and try to classify the occupation more precisely*

- classify the occupation with the aid of the occupational classification table based on the Statistics Netherlands coding scheme

AM301O *INT: Is the description you found in the computer accurate? If you have not found a good description, answer NO*

1. yes
2. no

AM302 *This question is put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group.*

In what kind of a company or organization do you work?

- enter the description given

AM303 Are you employed, self-employed or do you work in a family business?

1. employed → question M304
2. freelance / self-employed / own business → question M306
3. family business → question M308

AM304 Do you work in the business of immediate family or relatives?

1. yes
2. no → question M308
AM305 In what way are you related?
1 partner
2 parent
3 parent in law
4 brother or sister
5 brother or sister in law
6 child
7 grandchild
8 grandparent
9 other relative

→ all answers, go to question M308

AM306 Do members of your immediate family or relatives of yours work in your business?
1 yes
2 no

→ question M308

AM307 In what way are you related to this family member?
INT: If more than one member of family works in your business, answer the question for the family member that works most hours. If the number of working hours per week is the same, answer the question for the member of family who has been employed longest.
1 partner
2 parent
3 parent in law
4 brother or sister
5 brother or sister in law
6 child
7 grandchild
8 grandparent
9 other relative

AM308 Do you supervise others in your current job or occupation?
1 yes
2 no

→ question M310

AM309 How many people are you responsible for?
- enter number of people for whom respondent is responsible

AM310 This question is put only to respondents who are employed (M303 = 1)
How many hours a week do you work according to your contract of employment?
INT: If the respondent has several jobs, add up the number of hours.
- enter the number of hours a week

AM311 How many hours a week on average do you actually work? That is to say, actual hours worked.
INT: If the respondent has several jobs, add up the number of hours. If the respondent does not know the exact number of hours, enter the approximate number of hours.
- enter the number of hours a week

AM312 Does your job require that you work outside regular office hours, this means outside 7:00-18:00 h?
1 yes
2 no

AM313 On weekdays, do you ever work during evening hours, this means, between 6:00 and 12:00 pm, and if yes, how often does this happen?
1 no, never works during evenings
2 rarely during evenings
3 every couple of weeks one or more evenings
4 nearly every week

AM314 On weekdays, do you ever work at night, this means after midnight (0:00h), and if yes, how often does this happen?
1 no, never works at night
2 rarely at night
3 every couple of weeks one or more nights
4 nearly every week

AM315 Do you ever work during weekends, and if yes, how often does this happen?
1 no, never works during weekends
2 rarely during weekends
3 every couple of weeks during the weekend
4 nearly every weekend
AM316 Do you ever work at home?
1. no
2. less than one day a week
3. yes, about one day a week
4. yes, more than one day a week

AM317 How free are you to choose the hours and days that you work? Do you have no freedom, some freedom, a considerable deal of freedom, or do you choose the hours and days yourself?
1. no freedom, barely any freedom
2. some freedom
3. a considerable deal of freedom
4. I choose the hours and days myself

AM318 Do you know the postal code of the address where you usually work?
*INT: If the respondent does not have a fixed work address, enter “1000 AA” as the postal code. Respondents are considered not to have a fixed work address if they are constantly on the road or if they work at various locations. If the respondent works at two locations, enter the address where he/she works most of the time.*
1. yes, respondent knows the postal code of this address → question M318C
2. no, but respondent does know the name of the street and city
3. no, respondent only knows the city → question M318B
4. it’s a foreign address → question M318D
5. address not known to respondent → question M320
6. address not included in postal code database of postal services (PTT)

M318A Do you know the name of the street of the address where you usually work?
– Code the name of the street with the Street name LookUp.

AM318B In which city do you work?
*INT: Use the official spelling; e.g. ’s-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.*
– code the city with the aid of the City LookUp.

M318C → enter the postal code or generate the postal code with the aid of the Postal Code LookUp. If the house number is not known, select the postal code that corresponds to the address and the lowest house number in the postal code table.

AM318D In which country do you work?
– code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.

AM320 How many cars does your household have?
– enter the number of cars

*Questions M321 to M329 are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group and are employed or work in the family business (M303 = 1 of M303 ≤ 3).*

AM321 Have you ever participated in a training program or course through your current employer with the purpose of being promoted? We are referring only to training programs and courses paid by your current employer and/or organized during working hours.
1. yes
2. no

AM322 Would you like to be promoted?
1. yes
2. no

AM323 Do you think there is a chance of you being promoted with your current employer?
1. yes → question M326
2. no

AM324 What do you see as the biggest impediment to you being promoted with your current employer?
*INT: Classify yourself.*
1. lack of necessary education/skills
2. too little experience
3. part-time employment
4. prejudice, discrimination
5. no in-house vacancies
6. other
AM325 **This question is asked only if M324 = 6.**  
**INT:** Enter the 'other' reason, as mentioned under M324.  
- enter the reason

AM326 Do you ever consider applying for a job elsewhere?  
1 yes  
2 no → question M401

AM327 What is the most important reason for doing so?  
1 not happy with job  
2 not happy with colleagues  
3 to make promotion  
4 work is too far away  
5 pay too low  
6 moved elsewhere  
7 other

AM328 **This question is asked only if M327 = 7.**  
**INT:** Enter the 'other' reason, as mentioned under M327.  
- enter the reason

AM329 Have you actually applied for a job elsewhere?  
1 yes  
2 no

AM401 **This question is put only to respondents who do not have a paid job at the moment (M201=2).**  
Have you ever had a paid job? We are not referring to holiday jobs or a job on the side while you were studying, etc.  
1 yes  
2 no → question M501

AM402 In which year did you get your first job? We are not referring to holiday jobs or a job on the side while you were studying, etc.  
**INT:** The respondent may also give his/her age at the time, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.  
If the respondent has only had a holiday job, etc, enter a 0.  
- enter the year

**Questions M403 and M404 are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group.**

M403 What was your position or occupation in your first job?  
**INT:** We are not referring to holiday jobs or a job on the side while respondent was studying, etc.  
Describe the position or occupation as accurately as possible. If the respondent had several jobs, describe the job on which most time was spent.  
- enter the description given

AM403C **INT:** Click on the Backspace key and try to classify the occupation more precisely.  
- classify the occupation with the aid of the occupational classification table based on the Statistics Netherlands coding scheme

AM403O **INT:** Is the description found in the computer accurate? If you have not found a good description, answer NO  
1 yes  
2 no

AM404 In what kind of company or organization did you work at the time?  
- enter the description given

AM405 How often have you been unemployed for more than a month?  
- enter number of times

**Questions M406 and M407 are put only to respondents who have ever been unemployed for more than a month (M405 > 0).**

AM406 Have you ever been unemployed for more than a year?  
1 yes  
2 no → question M408

AM407 How often was that?  
- enter the number of times
Questions M408 and M408B are put only to respondents who do not have a paid job at the moment and who form part of the SPVA control group.

AM408  How many years in total have you worked?

   INT: Enter the number of years
   - enter the number of years

AM408B (How long in total have you worked?)

   INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.
   - enter the number of months

Questions M409 to M409O are put to respondents who do not have a paid job at the moment.

AM409  How many years ago did you last have a paid job?

   INT: Enter number of years and (if known) number of months. First enter number of years.
   - enter the number of years

AM409B (How long ago did you last have a paid job?)

   INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.
   - enter the number of months

M409C  What was your position or occupation in your last job?

   – enter the description given

AM409D  INT: Click on the Backspace key and try to classify the occupation more precisely.

   – classify the occupation with the aid of the occupational classification table based on the Statistics Netherlands coding scheme

AM409O  INT: Is the description found in the computer accurate? If you have not found a good description, answer NO

   1 yes
   2 no

Questions M501 to M507 are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group and who are now unemployed, homemakers, unfit for work, studying or otherwise (M202=2, 3, 4, 5 of 7).

AM501  Have you registered with the employment agency?

   1 yes
   2 no  → question M503

AM502  How long have you been registered with the employment agency?

   INT: First enter the number of years.
   - enter the number of years

AM502B (How long have you been registered with the employment agency?)

   INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.
   - enter the number of months

AM503  Would you at this moment like to have a job for at least 12 hours a week?

   1 yes
   2 no, would like to have a job, but for less than 12 hours a week  → question M601
   3 no, would not like to have a job  → question M601

AM504  Have you looked for work, I mean, made an effort to find a job, in the past month?

   1 yes
   2 no  → question M601

AM505  How long have you been looking for a job?

   INT: First enter number of years.
   - enter the number of years

AM505B (How long have you been looking for a job?)

   INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.
   - enter the number of months

AM506  If you were offered a suitable job, would you be able to start within two weeks?

   1 yes  → question M601
   2 no
AM507 Would you be able to start within three months?
1 yes
2 no

Questions M601 to M607 are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group.

Questions M601 and M602 are put only to respondents with a paid job (M201=1).

AM601 Are you currently combining work with studies of more than 10 hours of lessons a week?
1 yes
2 no

AM602 Are you currently combining work with caring for your parent(s) or child(ren), for example?
1 yes
2 no

AM603 Would you be prepared to interrupt your career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to be able to care for your children?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AM604 Would you be prepared to interrupt your career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to care for a sick relative?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AM605 Would you be prepared to interrupt your career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to be able to study or go to school?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AM606 Do you plan to combine work with studies of more than 10 hours of lessons a week?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AM607 Do you plan to combine work with family responsibilities in the coming five years (e.g. caring for your parent(s) or child(ren))?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

Questions M701 and M702 are put only to respondents with a paid job.

AM701 I would now like to ask you a few questions about your income. I can assure you that this information will also be treated with the strictest confidentiality. What is your net monthly income from employment?
INT: If the respondent is paid per week, enter the amount per week, first indicating how often he/she gets paid (e.g. per week or per month). If the respondent does not know or does not want to say, this should also be indicated.
1 paid per month
2 paid per four weeks
3 paid per week
4 irregular income, average per month
5 doesn’t know → question M702
6 doesn’t want to say → question M702
7 no income → question M703

AM701B The amount in euros per {month / four weeks / week / average per month}.
- enter the amount
**AM702** This question is asked only if $M701 = 5$ or $M701 = 6$.
Since we would nevertheless like to have an idea of what you earn, please have a look at Show Card 13. In which category does your net monthly income from employment belong?

*INT: Use Show Card 13.*

1. less than 550 euros
2. between 550 and 750 euros
3. between 750 and 950 euros
4. between 950 and 1150 euros
5. between 1150 and 1350 euros
6. between 1350 and 1550 euros
7. between 1550 and 1750 euros
8. between 1750 and 1950 euros
9. between 1950 and 2150 euros
10. between 2150 and 2350 euros
11. between 2350 and 2550 euros
12. between 2550 and 2750 euros
13. between 2750 and 2950 euros
14. between 2950 and 3150 euros
15. between 3150 and 3350 euros
16. between 3350 and 3550 euros
17. more than 3550 euros
18. don’t know
19. don’t want to say

**AM703** Are you a beneficiary of some sort of benefit at the moment?

*INT: This includes grants for students, social security, unemployment, disability, pension and pre-pension.*

1. yes, receives a benefit
2. no → **question M801**

**AM704_1** - What kind of a benefit do you receive?

**AM704_3** *INT: Several answers are possible.*

1. social security benefit
2. unemployment benefit
3. disability benefit
4. pension, state pension, pre-pension
5. student grant
6. alimony
7. other

**AM704B** This question is asked only if $M704 = 7$.

What kind of a benefit is that?

*INT: Give a short description of the kind of benefit*  
- describe the benefit received

**AM705** I would now like to know the net amount you receive from these benefits. I can assure you that this information will also be treated with the strictest confidentiality.

*INT: If the respondent has more than one benefit, add up the amounts received. If the respondent does not know or does not want to say, skip the question and go on to the next question.*

- enter the amount received

Questions M705B and M706 are put only to respondents who did not give an answer to question M705.

**AM705B** *INT: Specify whether the respondent did not know or did not want to say.*

1. doesn’t know
2. doesn’t want to say

**AM706** Since we would nevertheless like to have an idea of the amounts involved, please have a look at Show Card 13. In which category does the amount you receive from benefits belong?

*INT: Use Show Card 13.*

- use the same classification as the one used in question M702

Questions M801 to M815 are put only to respondents who have a partner and who do not belong to the SPVA control group. A more detailed set of questions about the partner for respondents who form part of the SPVA control group is asked in module O.
I now have some questions about the education and occupation of your partner. What is the highest level of education that your partner completed with a diploma?  
*INT: Use Show Card 2.*
- 1 did not complete elementary school
- 2 elementary school only
- 3 lower vocational
- 4 lower general secondary
- 5 intermediate general secondary
- 6 upper general secondary
- 7 intermediate vocational
- 8 higher vocational
- 9 university
- 10 post-graduate

Is your partner going to school or following a course at the moment??
- 1 yes
- 2 no → *question M810*

Is it a day course or an evening course?
- 1 day course
- 2 evening course

What is the level of education he/she is now pursuing?  
*INT: Note that the order is not the same as on Show Card 2!*
- 1 elementary school
- 2 lower vocational
- 3 lower general secondary
- 4 intermediate general secondary
- 5 upper general secondary
- 6 intermediate vocational
- 7 higher vocational
- 8 university
- 9 post-graduate

Does your partner currently have a paid job? A few hours a week or temporary work also count.
- 1 Yes
- 2 No

Can you indicate which situation applies most to *him/her*, using Show Card 12?  
*INT: Use Show card 12.*
- 1 working
- 2 unemployed or job seeking
- 3 homemaking
- 4 prolonged sick leave or occupationally disabled
- 5 studying, at school
- 6 retired (early)
- 7 other

This question is asked only if M811 = 7.  
How could *(his/her)* current situation best be described?
- enter the description used

*Questions M813A to M813 are asked only if the partner has a paid job.*

Is your partner employed, is *(he/she)* self-employed or does *(he/she)* work in the family business?
- 1 employed
- 2 freelance / self-employed / own business → *question M813*
- 3 family business → *question M813*

How many hours a week does your partner work according to *(his/her)* contract of employment?  
*INT: If the respondent’s partner has several jobs, add up the number of hours.*
- enter the number of hours a week

How many hours a week on average does your partner actually work? That is to say, actual hours worked.  
*INT: If the respondent's partner has several jobs, add up the number of hours. If the respondent does not know the exact number of hours, enter the approximate number of hours.*
- enter the number of hours a week
AM814 What is your partner’s total net monthly income? Count both income from employment and income from benefits, etc.

*INT: If the respondent’s partner is paid per week, enter the amount per week, first indicating how often he/she gets paid (e.g. per week or per month). If the respondent does not know or does not want to say, this should also be indicated.*

1. paid per month
2. paid per four weeks
3. paid per week
4. irregular income, average per month
5. doesn’t know → question M815
6. doesn’t want to say → question M815
7. no income → question M901

AM814B The amount in euros per {month / four weeks / week / average per month}.
- enter the amount

AM815 *This question is asked only if M814 = 5 of M814 = 6.*

Since we would nevertheless like to have an idea of what your partner earns, please have a look at Show Card 13. In which category does your partner’s total net monthly income from employment belong?

*INT: Use Show card 13.*

- the same classification is used as the one used in question M702

Questions M901 to M916 are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group and who have children aged 15 and over living at home. Questions M901 to M916 are repeated for all children aged 15 and over living at home.

I would now like to ask you a few questions about the education pursued by your {child / children} aged 15 over who lives/live at home {I’ll start with the eldest.}

AM901K1 - Does your {oldest / second oldest / third oldest / etc.} child living at home go to school?
AM901K3 1 yes
2 no → question M910

AM902K1 - Is this a full-time day school, that is to say at least 19 hours of lessons at school a week?
AM902K3 1 yes → question M905
2 no

AM903K1 - Is this a part-time day course, an evening course or a course with a traineeship?
AM903K3 1 part-time day course
2 evening course
3 course with traineeship
4 other

AM904K1 - *This question is asked only if question M903 = 4.*
AM904K3 *INT: Give a description of what ‘other’ entails.*
- enter the description

AM905K1 - What level of education is your child pursuing? You can use Show Card 2 again.
AM905K3 *INT: Note that an additional category has been added (>1 = junior high (first year secondary school)).*
1 junior high (brugklas)
2 elementary school not completed
3 only elementary school
4 lower vocational
5 lower general secondary
6 intermediate general secondary
7 upper general secondary
8 intermediate vocational
9 higher vocational
10 university
11 post-graduate

AM906K1 - *This question is asked only if M905 = 1.*
AM906K3 At what kind of junior high is this?
1 lower general secondary education
2 lower, intermediate and upper general secondary education
3 lower and intermediate general secondary education
4 intermediate and upper general secondary education
5 other
**AM907K1** - This question is asked only if M906 = 5.
**AM907K3** - *INT: Describe what ‘other’ entails.*
  - enter the description given

**AM908K1** - What type of education is your child pursuing?
**AM908K3**
  1. general
  2. economics-business
  3. technical
  4. care-welfare
  5. other

**AM909K1** - In which year or grade is your child?
**AM909K3** - enter year or grade

*Questions M910 to M913 are asked only about children living at home who are not currently going to school.*

**AM910K1** - Did your child go to school, including elementary school?
**AM910K3**
  1. yes
  2. no → question M916

**AM911K1** - What is the highest level of education pursued by your child?
**AM911K3** - *INT: Note that the order is not the same as on Show Card 2!*
  2. only elementary school
  3. lower vocational
  4. lower general secondary
  5. intermediate general secondary
  6. upper general secondary
  7. intermediate vocational
  8. higher vocational
  9. university
  10. post-graduate

**AM912K1** - What type of education did your child pursue?
**AM912K3**
  1. general
  2. economic-business
  3. technical
  4. care-welfare
  5. other

**AM913K1** - Did your child complete this level of education with a diploma?
**AM913K3**
  1. yes → question M916
  2. no

**AM914K1** - Did your child previously complete a level of education with a diploma?
**AM914K3**
  1. yes
  2. no → question M916

**AM915K1** - What is the highest level of education attained by your child with a diploma?
**AM915K3** - *INT: Use Show Card 2.*
  1. elementary school not completed
  2. elementary school
  3. lower vocational
  4. lower general secondary
  5. intermediate general secondary
  6. upper general secondary
  7. intermediate vocational
  8. higher vocational
  9. university
  10. post-graduate

**AM916K1** - What type of education did your child pursue in obtaining that diploma?
**AM916K3**
  1. general
  2. economic-business
  3. technical
  4. care-welfare
  5. other

*Question M901 is repeated for all of the respondent’s remaining children. If there are no remaining children, go to module N.*
N. ETHNICITY, RELIGION AND HEALTH

AN101 Until now we have mainly spoken about your family. The next questions apply to yourself.
What is your country of birth?
   Code country of birth with the Country LookUp.

AN102 What's your nationality?
INT: Select the country that corresponds to the nationality.
   code the nationality with the aid of the Country LookUp.

AN103 Do you have dual nationality?
   1 yes
   2 no → question N105

AN104 What is your other nationality?
INT: Select the country that corresponds to the nationality.
   code the nationality with the aid of the Country LookUp.

AN105 This question is asked only if the respondent was born outside the Netherlands or has non-Dutch nationality or if one of the respondent's parents was born outside the Netherlands.
Show Card 14 lists a large number of population groups. To which group do you belong?
INT: Use Show Card 14
   1 Dutch
   2 Turks
   3 Kurds
   4 Moroccans
   5 Surinamese
   6 Hindustanis
   7 Creoles
   8 Javanese
   9 Chinese
   10 Antilleans
   11 Arubans
   12 other

AN105B This question is asked only if N105 = 12.
Can you tell us to which population group you belong?
   enter population group given

Questions N201 to N208 are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group.

AN201 Do you consider yourself to belong to a particular faith, religious denomination or church?
   1 yes
   2 no → question N204

AN202 Which religion is that?
   1 Roman Catholic
   2 Dutch Reformed Church
   3 Calvinist (synodal)
   4 Other Calvinist denominations (e.g. Christian Reformed, Dutch Calvinists, Reformed Community)
   5 Evangelical church denominations (e.g. Full Evangelical church, Pentecostal church, Baptists, Community of the Moravian Brethren)
   6 Jehovah’s Witnesses
   7 Other Christian church denominations
   8 Islam
   9 Judaism
   10 Hinduism
   11 Other

AN203 Is this the same religion or faith in which you were brought up?
   1 yes, the same religion → question N206
   2 no, another religion → question N205
   3 not brought up in a particular religion → question N206

AN204 Were you brought up in a particular religion or faith?
   1 yes
   2 no → question N206
AN205 Which religion was that?
1 Roman Catholic
2 Dutch Reformed Church
3 Calvinist (synodal)
4 Other Calvinist denominations (e.g. Christian Reformed, Dutch Calvinists, Reformed Community)
5 Evangelical church denominations (e.g. Full Evangelical church, Pentecostal church, Baptists, Community of the Moravian Brethren)
6 Jehovah’s Witnesses
7 Other Christian church denominations
8 Islam
9 Judaism
10 Hinduism
11 Other

AN206 About how often do you currently attend services of a church or community of faith? Is that never, several times a year, several times a month, or once a week or more often?

INT: This means for instance to attend a service, visit a mosque, religious celebration or prayer meeting.
1 never
2 several times a year
3 several times a month
4 once a week or more often

AN207 How often do you engage in volunteer work? Is that never, several times a year, several times a month, once a week or more often?
1 never
2 several times a year
3 several times a month
4 once a week or more often

AN208 How often do you visit a sports club or other club or leisure-time association? Is that never, several times a year, several times a month, once a week or more often?
1 never
2 several times a year
3 several times a month
4 once a week or more often

AN301 I will now ask some questions about your health. How is your health in general? Is it excellent, good, neither good nor poor, poor or very poor?
1 excellent
2 good
3 good nor poor
4 poor
5 very poor

AN302 Do you have one or more prolonged illnesses, health disorders or handicaps?
1 yes → finish of module N
2 no

AN303 To what extent are you restricted in your daily activities by these prolonged illnesses, health disorders or handicaps? Do you have severe limitations, light limitations, no limitations?
1 severe limitations
2 light limitations
3 no limitations

AN304 Since when have you suffered from this disease, ailment or disability?

INT: The respondent may also give his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.

- enter the year
O. PARTNER’S WORK, EDUCATION AND INCOME

Questions in module O are put only to respondents who form part of the SPVA control group and who have a partner who lives in the same household.

AO101 I would like to conclude this interview by asking a few questions about your partner’s education and job. Is your partner at home, so that I can personally ask {him / her} a few questions?  
1 yes, at home  
2 no, not at home → question O103

AO102 INT: Ask the respondent to invite his/her partner to join you.  
I have interviewed your partner, but would also like to know a few things about your education and work. May I ask you these questions now?  
1 yes → question O104  
2 no

AO103 In that case I would like to ask you a few questions about your partner.  
INT: If the respondent does not want to answer, select “respondent does not want to answer”.  
1 continue  
2 respondent does not want to answer → end of module O

There are two versions to the questions in module O. The first version is administered if the respondent’s partner is the one answering the questions; the second version is administered if the respondent answers the questions on behalf of the partner.

AO104 What is the highest level of education that you pursued?  
What is the highest level of education that your partner pursued?  
INT: Show card 2.  
2 only elementary school only  
3 lower vocational  
4 lower general secondary  
5 intermediate general secondary  
6 upper general secondary  
7 intermediate vocational  
8 higher vocational  
9 university  
10 post-graduate

AO105 What type of education did you pursue?  
What type of education did your partner pursue?  
1 general  
2 economic-business  
3 technical  
4 care-welfare  
5 other

AO106 Did you complete this level of education with a diploma?  
Did your partner complete this level of education with a diploma?  
1 yes → question O109  
2 no

AO107 What is the highest level of education that you completed with a diploma?  
What is the highest level of education that {he/she} completed with a diploma?  
INT: Show card 2.  
1 did not complete elementary school  
2 elementary school only  
3 lower vocational  
4 lower general secondary  
5 intermediate general secondary  
6 upper general secondary  
7 Intermediate vocational  
8 higher vocational  
9 university  
10 post-graduate
AO108 What type of education did you pursue in obtaining that diploma?
What type of education did your partner pursue in obtaining that diploma?
1 general
2 economic-business
3 technical
4 care-welfare
5 other

AO109 Are you going to school or following a course at the moment?
Is your partner going to school or following a course at the moment?
1 yes
2 no → question O201

AO110 Is it a day course or an evening course?
Is it a day course or an evening course?
1 day course
2 evening course

AO111 What is the level of education you are now pursuing? Use Show Card 2
What is the level of education your partner is now pursuing? Use Show Card 2
INT: Note that the order is not the same as on Show Card 2!
2 elementary school
2 lower vocational
3 lower general secondary
4 intermediate general secondary
5 upper general secondary education
6 intermediate vocational
7 higher vocational
8 university
9 post-graduate

AO112 What type of education are you pursuing?
What type of education is your partner pursuing?
1 general
2 economic-business
3 technical
4 care-welfare
5 other

AO201 Do you currently have a paid job? A few hours a week or temporary work also count.
Does your partner currently have a paid job? A few hours a week or temporary work also count.
1 yes
2 no

AO202 Can you indicate which situation applies most to you, using Show Card 12?
Can you indicate which situation applies most to {him / her}, using Show Card 12?
INT: Use Show Card 12.
1 working
2 unemployed or job seeking
3 homemaking
4 prolonged sick leave or occupationally disabled
5 studying, at school
6 retired (early)
7 Other

AO203 This question is asked only if O202 = 7.
How could your current situation best be described?
How could {his / her} current situation best be described?
– enter ‘other’

Questions O301 to O329 are put to / asked about partners who currently have a paid job.

O301 What is your current job or occupation?
What is your partner’s current job or occupation?

INT: Describe the position or occupation as accurately as possible. If the partner has several jobs, describe the job on which most time was spent.
– enter the description given
AO301C INT: Click on the Backspace key and try to classify the occupation more precisely.
 – classify the occupation with the aid of the occupational classification table based on the Statistics Netherlands coding scheme

AO301O INT: Is the description found in the computer accurate? If you have not found a good description, answer NO
1 yes
2 no

AO302 In what kind of a company or organization do you work?
In what kind of a company or organization does (he / she) work?
– enter the description given

AO303 Are you employed, self-employed or do you work in the family business?
Is your partner employed, self-employed or does (he / she) work in the family business?
1 employed
2 freelance / self-employed / own business
3 family business

AO310 This question is only put to / asked about partners who are employed
How many hours a week do you work according to your contract of employment?
How many hours a week does your partner work according to (his / her) contract of employment?
INT: If the partner has several jobs, add up the number of hours.
- enter the number of hours a week

AO311 How many hours a week on average do you actually work? That is to say, actual hours worked.
How many hours a week on average does your partner actually work? That is to say, actual hours worked.
INT: If the partner has several jobs, add up the number of hours. If the partner/respondent does not know the exact number of hours, enter the approximate number of hours.
- enter the number of hours a week

AO321 Have you ever participated in a training program or course through your current employer with the purpose of being promoted? We are referring only to training programs and courses paid by your current employer and / or organized during working hours.
Has your partner ever participated in a training program or course through (his / her) current employer with the purpose of being promoted? We are referring only to training programs and courses paid by (his / her) current employer and / or organized during working hours.
1 yes
2 no

AO322 Would you like to be promoted?
Would (he / she) like to be promoted?
1 yes
2 no

AO323 Do you think there is a chance of you being promoted with your current employer?
Do you think there is a chance of your partner being promoted with (his / her) current employer?
1 yes → question O326
2 no

AO324 What do you see as the biggest impediment to you being promoted with your current employer?
What do you see as the biggest impediment to your partner being promoted with (his / her) current employer?
INT: Classify yourself.
1 lack of necessary education/skills
2 too little experience
3 part-time employment
4 prejudice, discrimination
5 no in-house vacancies
6 other

AO325 Ask this question only if O324 = 6.
INT: Enter the ‘other’ reason, as mentioned under O324.
- enter the reason

AO326 Do you ever consider applying for a job elsewhere?
Is your partner ever considering applying for a job elsewhere?
1 yes
2 no → question O401
AO327 What is the most important reason for doing so?
What is the most important reason for doing so?
1 not happy with job
2 not happy with colleagues
3 to make promotion
4 work is too far away
5 pay too low
6 moved elsewhere
7 other

AO328 This question is asked only if O327 = 7.
INT: Enter the 'other' reason, as mentioned under O327.
- enter the reason

AO329 Have you actually applied for a job elsewhere?
Has (he/she) actually applied for a job elsewhere?
1 yes
2 no

AO401 This question is only put to/asked about partners who currently do not have a paid job.
Have you ever had a paid job? We are not referring to holiday jobs or a job on the side while studying.
Has your partner ever had a paid job? We are not referring to holiday jobs or a job on the side while studying.
1 yes
2 no → question O500

AO402 In which year did you get your first job?
In which year did your partner get (his/her) first job?
INT: The partner/respondent may also give his/her age at the time, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.
- enter the year

O403 What was your position or occupation in your first job?
What was your partner's position or occupation in (his/her) first job?
INT: We are not referring to holiday jobs or a job on the side while the partner was studying, etc.
Describe the position or occupation as accurately as possible. If the partner had several jobs, describe the job on which most time was spent.
- enter the description given

AO403C INT: Click on the Backspace key and try to classify the occupation more precisely.
- classify the occupation with the aid of the occupational classification table based on the Statistics Netherlands coding scheme

AO403O INT: Is the description found in the computer accurate? If you have not found a good description, answer NO
1 yes
2 no

AO404 In what kind of company or organization did you work at the time?
In what kind of company or organization did your partner work at the time?
INT: We are not referring to holiday jobs or a job on the side while the partner was studying, etc
- enter the description given

AO405 How often have you been unemployed for more than a month?
How often has your partner been unemployed for more than a month?
- enter number of times

Questions O408 to O409B are only put to/asked about partners who do not currently have a paid job.

AO408 How many years in total have you worked?
How many years in total has your partner worked?
INT: Enter the number of years
- enter the number of years

AO408B (How long in total have you worked?)
(How long in total has your partner worked?)
INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.
- enter the number of months
AO409 How many years ago did you last have a paid job?
   How many years ago did your partner last have a paid job?
   \textit{INT: Enter number of years.}
   \begin{itemize}
   \item enter the number of years
   \end{itemize}

AO409B (How long ago did you last have a paid job?)
   (How long ago did your partner last have a paid job?)
   \textit{INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.}
   \begin{itemize}
   \item enter the number of months
   \end{itemize}

Questions O501 to O507 are only put to/ asked about partners who do not have a job or who have taken (early) retirement.

AO501 Have you registered with the employment agency?
   Has your partner registered with the employment agency?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item 1 yes
   \item 2 no \textit{\rightarrow question O503}
   \end{itemize}

AO502 How long have you been registered with the employment agency?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item How long has \textit{(he / she)} been registered with the employment agency?
   \item \textit{INT: First enter the number of years.}
   \item enter the number of years
   \end{itemize}

AO502B (How long have you been registered with the employment agency?)
   (How long has \textit{(he / she)} been registered with the employment agency?)
   \textit{INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.}
   \begin{itemize}
   \item enter the number of months
   \end{itemize}

AO503 Would you like to have a job for at least 12 hours a week?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item Would \textit{(he / she)} like to have a job for at least 12 hours a week?
   \item 1 yes
   \item 2 no, would like to have a job, but for less than 12 hours a week \textit{\rightarrow question O601}
   \item 3 no, would not like to have a job \textit{\rightarrow question O601}
   \end{itemize}

AO504 Have you looked for work, that is made an effort to find a job, in the past month?
   Has your partner looked for work, that is made an effort to find a job, in the past month?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item 1 yes
   \item 2 no \textit{\rightarrow question O601}
   \end{itemize}

AO505 How long have you been looking for a job?
   How long has \textit{(he / she)} been looking for a job?
   \textit{INT: First enter number of years.}
   \begin{itemize}
   \item enter the number of years
   \end{itemize}

AO505B (How long have you been looking for a job?)
   (How long has \textit{(he / she)} been looking for a job?)
   \textit{INT: Enter the number of months, if known; if not known, skip the question.}
   \begin{itemize}
   \item enter the number of months
   \end{itemize}

AO506 If you were offered a suitable job, would you be able to start within two weeks?
   If your partner were offered a suitable job, would \textit{(he / she)} be able to start within two weeks?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item 1 yes \textit{\rightarrow question O601}
   \item 2 no
   \end{itemize}

AO507 Would you be able to start within three months?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item Would \textit{(he / she)} be able to start within three months?
   \item 1 yes
   \item 2 no
   \end{itemize}

Questions O601 and O602 are only put to / asked about partners who have a paid job.

AO601 Are you currently combining work with studies of more than 10 hours a week?
   Is your partner currently combining work with studies of more than 10 hours a week?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item 1 yes
   \item 2 no
   \end{itemize}

AO602 Are you currently combining work with caring for your parent(s) or child(ren), for example?
   Is your partner currently combining work with caring for \textit{(his / her)} parent(s) or child(ren), for example?
   \begin{itemize}
   \item 1 yes
   \item 2 no
AO603 Would you be prepared to interrupt your career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to be able to care for your children?
Would your partner be prepared to interrupt [his / her] career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to be able to care for the children?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AO604 Would you be prepared to interrupt your career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to care for a sick relative?
Would your partner be prepared to interrupt [his / her] career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to care for a sick relative?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AO605 Would you be prepared to interrupt your career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to be able to study?
Would your partner be prepared to interrupt [his/her] career or to temporarily work a shorter working week to be able to study?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AO606 Do you plan to combine work with studies of more than 10 hours of lessons a week?
Does your partner plan to combine work with studies of more than 10 hours of lessons a week?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

AO607 Do you plan to combine work with family responsibilities in the coming five years (e.g. caring for your parent(s) or child(ren))?
Does your partner plan to combine work with family responsibilities in the coming five years (e.g. caring for parent(s) or child(ren))?
1 yes
2 no
3 don’t know

Questions O701 and O702 are only put to / asked about partners with a paid job.

AO701 I would now like to ask you a few questions about your income. I can assure you that this information will also be treated with the strictest confidentiality. What is your net monthly income from employment?
I would now like to ask you a few questions about your partner’s income. I can assure you that this information will also be treated with the strictest confidentiality. What is your partner’s net monthly income from employment?

INT: If the partner/respondent is paid per week, enter the amount per week, first indicating how often he/she gets paid (e.g. per week or per month). If the partner/respondent does not know or does not want to say, this should also be indicated.
1 paid per month
2 paid per four weeks
3 paid per week
4 irregular income, average per month
5 doesn’t know → question O702
6 doesn’t want to say → question O702
7 no income → question O703

AO701B The amount in euros per {month / four weeks / week / average per month}.
- enter the amount
AO702  This question is asked only if O701 = 5 or O701 = 6.
Since we would nevertheless like to have an idea of what you earn, please have a look at Show Card 13. In which category does your net monthly income from employment belong?
Since we would nevertheless like to have an idea of what your partner earns, please have a look at Show Card 13. In which category does [his/her] net monthly income from employment belong?
1 less than 550 euros
2 between 550 and 750 euros
3 between 750 and 950 euros
4 between 950 and 1150 euros
5 between 1150 and 1350 euros
6 between 1350 and 1550 euros
7 between 1550 and 1750 euros
8 between 1750 and 1950 euros
9 between 1950 and 2150 euros
10 between 2150 and 2350 euros
11 between 2350 and 2550 euros
12 between 2550 and 2750 euros
13 between 2750 and 2950 euros
14 between 2950 and 3150 euros
15 between 3150 and 3350 euros
16 between 3350 and 3550 euros
17 more than 3550 euros
18 don’t know
19 don’t want to say

AO703 Are you a beneficiary of some sort of benefit at the moment?
Is [he / she] a beneficiary of some sort of benefit at the moment?
INT: This includes grants for students, social security, unemployment, disability, pension and prepension.
1 yes, receives a benefit
2 no → module P

AO704_1 What kind of a benefit do you receive?
AO704_2 What kind of a benefit does [he / she] receive?
INT: Several answers are possible.
1 social security benefit
2 unemployment benefit
3 disability benefit
4 pension, state pension, pre-pension
5 student grant
6 alimony
7 other

AO705 I would now like to know the net amount you receive from these benefits. I can assure you that this information will also be treated with the strictest confidentiality.
I would now like to know the net amount your partner receives from these benefits. I can assure you that this information will also be treated with the strictest confidentiality.
INT: If the partner has more than one benefit, add up the amounts received. If the partner/respondent does not know or does not want to say, skip the question and go on to the next question.
- enter the amount received

Questions O705B and O706 are only put to respondents / partners who did not give an answer to question O705.

AO705B INT: Specify whether the respondent/partner did not know or did not want to say.
1 doesn’t know
2 doesn’t want to say

AO706 Since we would nevertheless like to have an idea of the amounts involved, please have a look at Show Card 13. In which category does the amount you receive from benefits belong?
Since we would nevertheless like to have an idea of the amounts involved, please have a look at Show Card 13. In which category does the amount your partner receives from benefits belong?
- use the same classification as the one used in question O702
CONCLUSION

P100 I have now come to the end of the interview. Thank you very much for taking part. We really appreciate it that you were prepared to make time for us and we have a little something for you as a token of our appreciation.

INT: Give the respondent the present voucher.

I also have a self-completion questionnaire, which we would like you to fill in at your ease after I have left. This questionnaire contains questions about how you see family relationships. The questions are very important to us because they provide us with a complete picture.

INT: Give the respondent the [blue written questionnaire for anchors / purple written questionnaire for anchors who belong to the SPVA control group].
Note down the following number on the questionnaire: ‘xxxxx’.

I would like to fix a date with you to come and collect the completed questionnaire.
[I will collect the questionnaires of other members of your household on the same day.]

The above statement is added for respondents in households in which ‘After questionnaires’ need to be completed by other members of the household.

P101 When would it suit you for me to come and collect the self-completion questionnaire?
INT: Enter the date and time when you will come back in the computer and write it down on a card.
Skip the question if an appointment cannot be made.
Give the respondent the card
First make a note of the date.
– enter the date

P101B Enter the time
– enter the time

AP102 This brings me to my last question.
We would like to repeat this survey in a few years’ time to see which things change in people’s lives. We would very much appreciate it if we could approach you again to take part in an interview. Would it be alright if we phoned you in the future to ask you to take part again? You will be able to decide at the time whether you wish to take part again.
1 yes, gives us permission to approach him/her again and is willing to take part
2 yes, gives us permission to approach him/her again and wishes to decide at the time
3 no, does not give us permission to approach him/her again → end of module P

P103 Could you give me your telephone number?
INT: First enter the area code.
If it is a mobile phone number, only enter ‘06’ and go on to the next question.
- enter the area code of the private telephone number

P103B INT: Enter the subscriber number.
If it is a mobile phone number, enter the rest of the number, without repeating ‘06’.
- enter the subscriber number of the private telephone number

Questions P104 and P104B are put only to respondents who have a paid job

P104 Could you also give me your work telephone number?
INT: First enter the area code.
If it is a mobile phone number, only enter ‘06’ and go on to the next question.
- enter the area code of the telephone number at work

P104B INT: Enter the subscriber number.
If it is a mobile phone number, enter the rest of the number, without repeating ‘06’.
- enter the subscriber number of the telephone number at work
Questions are asked about a number of relationships. After the variable name, on the dots, the following codes, referring to these relationships, are inserted:

- F = father
- M = mother
- C1 to C9 = child 1 to 9
- D1 to D3 = child 10 to 12
- GC = grandchild
- FL = father-in-law
- ML = mother-in-law
- FP = father’s partner
- MP = mother’s partner
- H1 to H4 = household member 1 to 4
- E1 to E4 = ex-partner 1 to 4
- S1 to S9 = sibling 1 to 9
- T1 to 9 = sibling 10 to 18
- U1 to U4 = sibling 19 to 22

Questions X451 to X453 are specific to children.

X101 What is the first name of {name, description}?
   INT: write the first name in full
   – write the first name in full

AX201 What is the sex of {name, description}?
   INT: If the answer is self-evident, do not read out the question but simply enter the answer.
   1 male
   2 female

AX301 What is {his / her} year of birth?
   INT: You may also enter his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.

   If the respondent does not know the year of birth, ask for the best possible estimate.
   – enter year

AX401 Is {name, description} still alive?
   1 yes → question X501
   2 no
   3 don’t know → end of module X

AX402 In which year did {name, description} die?
   INT: You may also enter his/her age, in which case the age is automatically converted into a year.

   If the respondent does not know the year of death, ask for the best possible estimate.
   – enter year → end of module X

Questions X451 to X453 are asked only about children of the respondent and his/her current partner if the respondent is not married to this partner.

AX451 If the respondent is a man, the first formulation is used; if the respondent is a woman, the second formulation is used.
   Have you acknowledged paternity of {name, description}?
   Has your partner acknowledged paternity of {name, description}?
   1 yes
   2 no → question X453

AX452 Are you both the legal parents of this child?
   1 yes
   2 no

AX453 This question is asked only if X451 = 2.
   Who has custody of {name, description}?
   1 you have custody, your partner does not
   2 your partner has custody, you don’t
   3 you have joint custody
   4 other

AX501 Does {name, description} live here in this household or not?
   INT: If the respondent is not sure, the person is considered to live in the same household if he/she lives in the household for an average of at least two days a week.
   1 in this household → question X701
   2 elsewhere
AX1001 This question is asked only about minor children from an earlier relationship of the respondent whose ex-partner is still alive.
Does this child live with your ex-partner?
1  yes → question X1002
2  no, lives alone
3  in a home or institution
4  in a boarding school
5  in a foster home, host family
6  with his/her grandparent(s) on mother’s side
7  with his/her grandparent(s) on father’s side
8  with uncle/aunt on mother’s side
9  with uncle/aunt on father’s side

AX602 Do you know the postal code of the address where {name, description} lives?
1  yes, respondent knows the postal code of this address → question X602C
2  no, but respondent does know the name of the street and city
3  no, respondent only knows the city → question X602B
4  he/she lives abroad → question X602D
5  address not known to respondent → question X603
6  address not included in postal code database of postal services (PTT)

X602A What’s the name of the street?
–  code the name of the street with the aid of the Street Name LookUp.

AX602B What’s the name of the city?
  INT: Use the official spelling; e.g. ‘s-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.
–  code the place of residence with the aid of the City LookUp.

X602C enter the postal code or generate the postal code with the aid of the Postal Code LookUp. If the house number is not known, select the postal code that corresponds to the address and the lowest house number in the postal code table.

AX602D In which country does {name, description} live?
–  code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.

Questions X1002 to X1005 are asked only about minor children from an earlier relationship of the respondent whose ex-partner is still alive; the children live with the respondent.

AX1002 Have you opted for co-parenthood?
1  yes → question X1005
2  no

AX1003 Who has custody of {name, description}?
1  you have custody, your ex-partner does not
2  your ex-partner has custody, you don’t
3  you have joint custody
4  other

AX1004 Does your ex-partner have right of access to {name, description}?
1  yes
2  no

AX1005 Does your ex-partner pay you alimony for {name, description}?
1  yes
2  no

Go to the question end of module X.

Questions X1002 to X1007 are asked only about minor children from an earlier relationship of the respondent whose ex-partner is still alive; the children live with the ex-partner.

AX1002 Have you opted for co-parenthood?
1  yes → question X1006
2  no
AX1003 Who has custody of \{name, description\}? 
1 you have custody, your ex-partner does not 
2 your ex-partner has custody, you don’t 
3 you have joint custody 
4 other 

AX1006 Do you have right of access to \{name, description\}? 
1 yes 
2 no 

AX1007 Do you pay alimony for \{name, description\}? 
1 yes 
2 no 

AX603 How often have you seen \{name, description\} in the last twelve months? 
INT: Use Show card 1. 
1 never 
2 once 
3 a few times 
4 at least monthly 
5 at least weekly 
6 several times a week 
7 daily 

AX604 How often have you been in contact with \{name, description\} by phone, letter or e-mail in the past 12 months? 
INT: Show card 1. 
1 never 
2 once 
3 a few times 
4 at least monthly 
5 at least weekly 
6 several times a week 
7 daily 

Go to question end of module X.

AX701 Does \{name, description\} always form part of this household, or does he/she live elsewhere some of the time? 
1 always lives here \rightarrow question X1002 
2 lives elsewhere some of the time 

AX702 On average, how does \{name, description\} divide time between this household and the other location? 
1 every week some days here and some days elsewhere 
2 each time one week here and one week elsewhere 
3 on a regular basis elsewhere for periods of several weeks or months 
4 another fixed pattern 
5 an irregular pattern 

AX702B This question is asked only if X702 = 3. 
How often on average have you been in contact with \{name, description\} by phone, letter or by e-mail? 
1 less than once a month 
2 at least once a month 
3 at least once a week 
4 several times a week 
5 daily 

AX703 How many nights on average does \{name, description\} sleep elsewhere? 
– enter number of nights
**AX704** With whom does {name, description} live when he/she is not here?
1. with his/her father/mother
2. with his/her partner
3. with his/her grandparents
4. with other family members
5. with in-laws
6. with friends
7. in a welfare home, institution, prison, etc
8. in a boarding school
9. in a hotel, pension or lodging house
10. he/she lives alone
11. travelling
12. elsewhere

**X705** Do you know the postal code of the address where {name, description} lives?
1. yes, respondent knows the postal code of this address → question X705C
2. no, but respondent does know the name of the street and city → question X705B
3. no, respondent only knows the city → question X705D
4. he/she lives abroad → question X1001
5. address not known to respondent → question X1001
6. address not included in postal code database of postal services (PTT)

**X705A** What’s the name of the street?
– code the name of the street with the aid of the Street Name LookUp.

**AX705B** What’s the name of the city?
  INT: Use the official spelling; e.g. ‘s-Gravenhage instead of Den Haag.
– code the place of residence with the aid of the City LookUp.

**X705C** – enter the postal code or generate the postal code with the aid of the Postal Code LookUp. If the house number is not known, select the postal code that corresponds to the address and the lowest house number in the postal code table.

**AX705D** In which country does {name, description} live when he/she is not here?
– code the country with the aid of the Country LookUp.
R. EVALUATION FORM

The questions in this module are answered by the interviewer after the interview.

AR101 Were other people present during the interview?
1 yes
2 no → question R105

AR102 How many other people were present?
- enter the number of others

AR103_1 Who were present during the interview?
1 partner
2 son / daughter (member of household)
3 son / daughter (living elsewhere)
4 father / mother (member of household)
5 father / mother (living elsewhere)
6 other family member(s) (living elsewhere)
7 other member(s) of household
8 friend, acquaintance
9 neighbour
0 cleaning lady, au pair, home care worker, etc.

AR104 If R102 = 1, then the first formulation is used, if R102 > 1, then the second formulation is used.
Was he / she present during the entire interview?
Were these people present during the entire interview or for only part of the interview?
1 during entire interview
2 during part of the interview

AR105 How would you describe the interview?
1 very unpleasant
2 unpleasant
3 neither pleasant nor unpleasant
4 pleasant
5 very pleasant

AR106 Were there any problems (such as language problems or problems understanding the questions) which made it difficult for you to interview the respondent?
1 no
2 yes, but no serious problems
3 yes, serious problems

AR107 How much help (repeating questions, explaining questions etc) did the respondent need to answer the questions?
1 needed no help
2 needed a little help
3 needed a great deal of help

AR108 Did the respondent have any difficulties with the answer categories provided?
1 never
2 at times
3 often

AR109 Did the respondent elaborate on the answers?
1 never
2 at times
3 often

AR110 How interested was the respondent in the interview?
1 respondent was hardly interested
2 less than average interest
3 average interest
4 more than average interest
5 respondent was very interested

AR111 Was the respondent somewhat apprehensive about the survey before the interview had taken place?
1 yes
2 no
AR112  Do you have the impression that the respondent answered honestly?
1     no
2     for the most part, yes, although he/she painted a rosier picture at times
3     yes, always

AR113  Were there any special circumstances or events in the respondent's life that may have influenced the circumstances under which the interview took place?
1     yes
2     no, no special circumstances
3     don’t know

AR114  This question is asked only if R113 = 1.
Describe these special circumstances or events.
- Describe these special circumstances

AR115  How would you describe the length of the interview?
1     it was clearly much too long
2     it was somewhat too long
3     the length was just right
4     it could have lasted a little longer